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E8,E10-dodecadien-l-ol, the primary component of the

female sex pheromone of codling moth, Cydia pomonella L.,

has no attraction to male Oriental fruit moth (OFM), C.

molesta (Busck). However, this compound when added to the

OFM pheromone blend of Z8-dodecenyl acetate (85.5%), E8-

dodecenyl acetate (5.5%), and Z8- dodecen -1 -ol (9.0%), acts

like a synergist by increasing trap catches of male OFM by

two- to three-fold over the OFM blend alone.

In courtyard (semi-field) and flight tunnel tests,

several behaviors of OFM males were monitored in response

to the three component OFM blend plus E8,E10-dodecadien-l-

ol (110/1000 gg) verses the three component OFM blend (110

gg) alone or other combinations of the above components

and dodecanol. Increased responses were seen for the OFM
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blend plus codling moth component for both long range

behaviors including wing-fanning before take-off, flight

initiation, and upwind flight and close range behaviors

such as landing, wing-fanning while walking, hairpencil

displays, nearness of approach and copulation attempts

with dispensers. Results indicated that substituting

E8,E10-dodecadien-l-ol for Z8-12:0H produced equivalent

responses. Thus, this codlemone component may replace the

main alcohol component of the OFM pheromone. Pheromone

from caged, calling virgin female OFM plus E8, E10-

dodecadien-l-ol, caused more contacts/landings than did

pheromone from caged, calling female OFM alone in flight

tunnel tests. The enhanced response of OFM males to the

natural pheromone of OFM plus E8,E10-12:0H may indicate

that a synergistic effect could occur in the field when

the pheromones of OFM and CM co-occur in time and space.

Electroantennograms indicated no significant

difference in maximum negative response of male OFM

antennae to the three component OFM blend plus E8,E10-

dodecadien-1-ol versus the OFM blend alone. Response to

E8,E10-dodecadien-l-ol alone was significantly lower than

to both other blends.

The synergistic effect of E8,E10-12:0H may be used to

increase trapping efficiency and thereby improve

population and pesticide resistance monitoring of OFM.

The three component OFM blend plus E8,E10-dodecadien-l-ol



may be used to improve mating disruption of OFM and to

evaluate the success of disruption. The latter would

involve the use of "super" traps to monitor OFM males

ability to find a pheromone point source within a

pheromone permeated orchard.
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Responses of Males to a Pheromone Blend of Female Oriental

Fruit Moth With and Without E8,E10-dodecadien-l-ol,

a Pheromone Component of Codling Moth

(Lepidoptera: Tortricidae)

INTRODUCTION

Pheromones are chemicals produced by animals, which

when secreted externally, serve as stimuli for one or more

behaviors in the receiving organism. Female-produced

pheromones were first identified for the silkworm moth,

Bombyx mori (L.) (Butenandt 1959). Since then, sex

pheromones have been identified for hundreds of insects,

including more than 60 tortricids (Arn 1991). Attempts

have been made to control lepidopteran pests by disruption

of mating using pheromones (Charmillot & Vickers 1991).

When impregnated into a cap and placed in a container

lined with adhesive (pheromone trap), the traps can serve

as male trapping devices and can be used as tools to

gather data on male populations and/or reduce male

numbers. The population data can be used either to more

precisely time insecticide spray, initialize predictive

models or estimate relative population densities which can

then be correlated directly to economic injury levels

(Reidl et al. 1976, Welch et al. 1978). Pheromone traps

also are used to collect males for insecticide resistance

bioassays (Riedl et al. 1985).
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The oriental fruit moth (OFM), Cydia molesta (Busck)

and codling moth (CM) Cydia pomonella L. are tortricid

pests of stone and pome fruits. The sex pheromone

components of OFM have been identified as (Z)-8-dodecenyl

acetate (Z8-12:Ac) (Roelofs et al. 1969, Carde et al.

1979), (E)-8-dodecenyl acetate (E8-12:Ac), (Z)-8-dodecenyl

alcohol (Z8-12:0H) and dodecan-l-ol (12:0H)(Carde et al.

1979, Biwer et al. 1979). Lacey and Sanders (1992) also

found Z8-12:Ac and E8-12:Ac in the pheromone effluvium

from OFM females, however, contrary to previous reports

they identified dodecyl acetate (12:Ac) and only trace

quantities of Z8-12:0H. Commercial OFM pheromone

dispensers (OL) contain E8-12:Ac, Z8-12:AC, and Z8-12:0H.

The natural sex pheromone of codling moth includes 13-14

components (Einhorn et al. 1984, Arn et al. 1985).

Commercial synthetic pheromone dispensers for codling moth

usually contain only E,E-8,10-dodecadien-l-ol (E8,E10-

12:0H).

A commercial CM pheromone lure (CL) in traps baited

with an OFM lure (OL) produced increased trap catch of

male OFM compared to traps with OL only (Riedl 1990). OFM

catch varied from 1.9-fold more in peach to 7.2-fold more

in apple orchards. E8,E10 -12:OH alone had little

attraction to OFM males, but trap catch increases occurred

over a wide range of OL to E8,E10 -12:OH ratios from 3:1 to

1:17. Substituting Z8-12:0H with E8,E10 -12:OH did not
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increase trap catch over the standard OFM blend in one

test, but it doubled it in another. The optimal amount of

Z8-12:0H added to the two acetate mixture was about 3 gg

per 100 gg of the acetate blend, which agreed with a

report by Baker and Carde (1979). Riedl (1990) found that

higher amounts of Z8-12:0H above 10 gg were inhibitory to

male OFM. Although 3 gg Z8-12:0H added to the two acetate

blend produced higher catches of male moths, Z8-12:0H had

litle effect on the increased catch produced by E8,E10-

12:0H. Similar increases in trap catches were noted with

dodecenyl alcohol when added to the two acetate mixture in

ratios of 1:3 to 1:4 (Roelofs et al. 1973, Roelofs & Carde

1974).

Possible explanations are many for how E8,E10-12:0H

affects catch of male OFM: It may act as a synergist, a

compound not found in the natural pheromone but one that

increases attraction of conspecific mates and effects long

range behaviors such as increased flight initiation,

upwind flight or close range behaviors such as increased

landing, wing-fanning while walking or both. E8,E10 -12:OH

may be a redundant pheromone component that replaces a

natural component and elicits similar antennal and

behavioral responses (Todd et al. 1992). Possibly there

were unknown impurities in the synthetic pheromone

component E8,E10 -12:OH use by Riedl (1990) that caused

increases in trap catch? OFM and CM through a common
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ancestor may have shared some pheromone component(s) like

dodecanol. Pheromones play an important role in

reproductive isolation of species (Roelofs & Comeau 1969).

Z8-12:0H is an antagonist to Grapholitha prunivora

(Walsh), a close relative to OFM. This alcohol causes

reduced male capture of G. prunivora at It or more of Z8-

12:AC and E8-12:AC which these two species both use for

pheromone communications (Baker & Carde 1979a). Z8-12:0H

may be important in causing reproductive isolation between

these two sympatric, and largely synchronic species. With

OFM and CM, since E8,E10-12:0H increases the response of

OFM males, it is unlikely that it plays a role in the

reproductive isolation. During the past, OFM females may

have lost the ability to produce certain pheromone

components, which CM females still produce, but for which

OFM males have retained the antennal receptors. Cabbage

looper (Trichoplusia ni (Hubner)) mutant females emit a

pheromone blend different from normal females, but

antennal receptors of mutant males have not been similarly

affected (Todd et al. 1992). While pheromones have been

used to infer evolutionary trend among tortricids by

relating structure to phylogeny (Roelofs and Brown 1982),

the biosynthetic pathways and evolution of 08 and 08,10

12-carbon pheromones in tortricids are not well known.

Several different types of experiments were used to

test these explanations: field trapping was done to
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verify and explore the results obtained by Riedl (1990)

and to quantify the synergistic effect of synthetic

E8,E10-12:0H on male OFM responses. Using virgin female

OFM and CM caged in a single trap, tests were run to see

if male OFM response to the natural OFM and CM blend was

greater than to the natural OFM blend alone in the field.

Flight tunnel choice experiments were run to see if male

OFM preferred OLCL to OL. Single source tests were used

to see if OLCL may be attracting male OFM from longer

distances than OL, by increasing long range behaviors.

Electroantennagrams (EAG) were run to test for differences

in antennal response to OL versus OLCL. Courtyard arena

experiments under semi-field conditions evaluated close

range behaviors to see if CL was a redundant pheromone

component. Flight tunnel experiments also tested if there

was an increased response to caged virgin OFM females plus

E8,E10-12:0H versus OFM females alone.

The information obtained from these experiments may

help to improve methods of pest and pesticide resistance

monitoring by increasing OFM trap effectiveness. It could

help to better understand how OFM respond to mixed species

pheromones which may improve mating disruption of OFM,

particularly when both species occur in a fruit orchard.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Field Trapping Experiments

The synthetic pheromone components with the exception

of dodecan-l-ol (purity approximately 99%, Sigma Chemical

Co. St. Louis, Missouri 63178) used in this study were

purchased from Chemtech B. V., Amsterdam, The Netherlands,

and were certified to have a minimum purity of 99.0%. The

pheromones were stored in a freezer at -9 °C and

susequently checked for purity on a DB wax 30 m x 250 um

ID gas-liquid chromatography column (J&W Scientific 91

Blue Ravine Road Folsom, California 95630) in a Hewlett

Packard model 5890 series II gas chromatograph and found

to be: Z8-12:AC 99.89%, E8-12:AC - 99.68%, Z8-12:0H

98.55%, and E8,E10 -12:OH 97.92%. OFM lures were gray,

rubber, septum dispensers (9x19 mm) containing 110 gg of a

mixture of Z8-12:AC (85.5%), E8-12:AC (5.5%), and Z8-12:0H

(9.0%) (hereafter called OL). Similar septa for CM

contained 1000 gg of E8,E10 -12:OH (100%)(hereafter called

CL). Combined species septa (hereafter called OLCL)

contained the same mixture and concentration of all of the

four pheromone components listed above. Equal volumes (80

gl) of twice distilled hexane were used to deliver the

pheromone solution into the septa for all pheromone

treatments. An equivalent quantity of hexane was added to

the control septa. The natural pheromone source was from
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calling virgin female OFM and CM, 1-4 days-old, (OFM

originally came from a colony maintained by T. C. Baker,

University of California at Riverside, CA and CM

originated from C. Curtis, USDA-ARS Fresno, CA).

All field trapping studies were conducted in almond

orchards located in Merced County, CA. During the April

19-23, 1992 test, five females per cage and 1-2 cages per

trap were used as the natural pheromone source. Cages

were 34 ml plastic cups with nylon screen covering the

opening at each end. The study was set up as a randomized

block design (five replicates). Pherocon® 1CP traps, the

most effective of nine trap types tested in capturing OFM

(Gentry et al. 1974a), were checked and rotated within

each block daily. Blocking traps (baited with synthetic

OFM pheromone) were placed at the ends of each block.

Treatment baited traps were placed 100 m from the orchard

edge and spaced a minimum of 120 m apart. They were

installed at 1.5-2.0 m height, which is optimal for OFM

(Beroza et al. 1973, Gentry et al. 1974b) and in the outer

portion of the tree canopy (south quadrant).

The April 24-2, 1992 study utilized 10 OFM and five

CM females; each species was placed in separate naval

orange worm cages with water sources within each trap.

The experiment was set up using a randomized block design

(two replicates). Traps were rerandomized within each

block daily.
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The attraction of nine treatments: no lure

(control), CM lure (CL), OFM lure (OL), OFM and CM lures

(OLCL), CM females (CF), OFM females (OF), OFM and CM

females (OFCF), OFM lure and CM females (OLCF), and OFM

females and CM lure (OFCL), were evaluated in both April

tests (above) by recording male OFM captures in Pherocon®

1CP traps baited with these pheromone sources. The design

and physical dimensions of the traps used are described in

Riedl et al. (1986).

During July 7-14 and 18-23, 1992 tests, the number of

virgin females was reduced to one and two per cage,

respectively. The number of cages per trap was doubled to

2-4 in the July tests compared to 1-2 in the April

studies, and caged females were supplied with a sucrose

solution. Dead females were replaced daily. These two

experiments were set up as completely randomized designs

(five replicates). Traps were 100 m from the orchard

edge, spaced a minimum of 400 m apart and installed at

1.5-2.0 m height. Traps were checked and rotated daily.

During the July tests, six treatments: no pheromone

(control), OFM synthetic pheromone lure (OL), OFM lure and

CM females (OLCF), OFM females (OF), both OFM and CM

females (OFCF), and OFM females and CM synthetic pheromone

lure (OFCL), were evaluated by recording the number of

male OFM caught in Pherocon® 1C traps baited with these

pheromone sources.
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Flight Tunnel Choice Tests

A colony of OFM was established from insects obtained

from a laboratory colony in California (T. C. Baker,

University of California at Riverside). OFM were reared

on artificial diet (Yokoyama et al. 1987) on a 16:8

light:dark photoperiod regime at 25 f 1°C and 40-70%

relative humidity. Pupae were segregated by sex and adult

males held at 25 f 1°C on a 16:8 light:dark photoperiod in

18x12 cm Rubbermaid® containers in a controlled

environment cabinet (Sherer-Gillett Marshall, Michigan

49068) in a room separate from female OFM. Males, 1-6

days old (except where noted otherwise) were tested in

choice tests at 0-3 hours before the onset of scotophase,

the period of optimum activity for OFM (Baker and Carde

1979) .

All flight tunnel experiments were conducted at 21-30

0C, and 40-60% relative humidity, in a 130x50x50 cm

Plexiglas® and plywood flight tunnel. Air was pushed

through the flight tunnel using a three speed box fan (120

volt, 2.7 amp, 60 Hz). Air turbulence which was produced

from the fan blades, was reduced by using 2-50.8x50.8x2.54

cm air filters (American Air Filter Company, Louisville,

Kentucky 40233) immediately downwind from the fan.

Plume structures in the flight tunnel were characterized

using smoke from cone-shaped incense and/or fuming

sulphuric acid. Two pheromone sources held 12 cm apart
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initially would merge at 85 cm downwind in the tunnel.

Pheromone sources were 14 cm downwind of the filters and

85 cm upwind of the release platform. Male OFM were held

individually in 3x5 cm cylindrical, aluminum screen cages

and allowed to acclimitize to the flight tunnel for one

hour. They were then placed on a table parallel to the

flight tunnel, both of which were under an exhaust hood

which removed pheromones. Males were released

individually into the combined plume 85 cm from the

pheromone source on an 18 cm high platform. In positive

response observations, males flew upwind in the combined

plume and at some point chose one of two plumes from the

septa. Observations were terminated if moths contacted

the tunnel or were inactive for one minute. The left-

right position of the OL and OLCL septa was alternated

every five moths that were tested to reduce bias due to

position. Aged septa were exposed to room temperature for

3-4 hours per day. Air velocity was measured using a

TriSense® air velocity meter, model 3700-90 (Cole-Parmer

Instrument Company, Chicago, Illinois 60648), and was

approximately 0.60 m/sec in all flight tunnel Tests. Data

from all flight tunnel choice experiments were analyzed

using one-way ANOVA. Data from choice tests #1-#4 were

transformed using ln(x+1) before analysis to correct for

unequal variance where indicated. Flight tunnel choice

Tests #1-#5 are described in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of factors varied in flight tunnel choice experiments to
evaluate response of male OFM to OL and OLCL.

Test
Date
(1992)

No. Moths Pheromones
Tested Tested

Dosage
(11g)

1 Mar 19-25 241 OL 10
OLCL 10/100

2 Jul 17-23 305 OL 0.3
OLCL 0.3/3

3 Aug 11-22 586 OL 0.3
OLCL 0.3/3

4 Sept 4-11 362 OL 0.3
OLCL 0.3/3

5 Sep 11-17 255 OL 0.3
OLCL 0.3/3

Variable
Tested

Males 1-6 days-old,
moths reused (Standard
Test)

Standard test, but some
moths reused

Standard test, except
new lures and new moths
only

Standard test, except
new septa kept in
freezer vs aged septa
12 days-old, moths 12-
17 days-old

Same as #4, except males
7-8 days old, septa
aged for 8 days
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Flight Tunnel Single Source Tests

The methods used in these tests were the same as in

choice tests, except that only one source, OL or OLCL, was

used; sources were alternated every five moths, and

several additional behaviors were recorded: Flight

initiation without contact of the pheromone dispenser,

wing-fanning or wing-fanning while walking (WFW) before

flight, non-flight with WFW, and no response. All single

source flight tunnel tests were analyzed using one-way

ANOVA. The following data were transformed using ln(x +l)

to correct for unequal variance: test #4, WFW, non-

flight, no-response; test #5, contact; test #6 non-flight,

no-response; test #8 non-flight, no response. WFW and

contact data for test #7 were In transformed. Flight

tunnel single source tests are described in Table 2.

Single source tests #5 and #6 were conducted to test

for differences in response to septa loaded with all four

pheromone components versus a treatment in which the three

pheromone components of the OFM (OL) were contained in a

separate septa from the one that contained the CM

component (CL). In addition to OL and OLCL, the following

three treatments were included, all at concentration

0.625/6.25 pg: 1) DB= "double barrel"- two septa

parallel, side-by-side, one septa containing OL and the

other containing CL; 2) SS= "split septa"- septa cut in
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Table 2. Summary of factors varied in single source flight tunnel
experiments to evaluate response of male OFM to OL and OLCL.

Test
Date
(1992-1993)

No. Moths Pheromones
Tested Tested

Dosage
(gg)

Variable
Tested

1 Mar 19-25 413 OL 10 Standard Test
OLCL 10/100

2 Mar 26-Apr 5 864 OL 2.5 Standard Test
OLCL 2.5/25

3 Apr 7-14 303 OL 1.3 Standard Test
OLCL 1.3/13

4 Apr 16-21 170 OL 0.6 Standard Test
OLCL 0.6/6

5 Apr 29-May 17 579 OL 0.6 All 4 components
OLCL 0.6/6 in one septa vs.

OL and CL in
separate septa

6 Jun 10-17 283 OL 0.3 Same as #5
OLCL 0.3/3

7 Jun 23-27 230 OL 0.3 Standard test,
OLCL 0.3/3 except septa

aged 8 days

8 Jul 9-15 272 OL 0.3 Same as #7,
OLCL 0.3/3 except new septa

9 Oct 5-9 167 OL 10 Standard Test
OLCL 10/100

10 Oct 6-23 276 OL 5 Standard Test
OLCL 5/50

11 Oct 13-29 531 OL 2.5 Standard Test
OLCL 2.5/25

12 Oct 30-Nov 6 248 OL 1.3 Standard Test
OLCL 1.3/13

13 Nov 5-Dec 7 440 OL 0.6 Standard Test
OLCL 0.6/6

14 Nov 20-Dec 7 388 OL 0.3 Standard Test
OLCL 0.3/3

15 Dec 8-17 398 OL 0.16 Standard Test
OLCL 0.16/1.6

16 Dec 8-18 243 OL 0.07 Standard Test
OLCL 0.07/0.7

17 Jan 8-12 194 OL 0.3 Standard Test
OLCL 0.3/3

18 Apr 26-28 200 OL 0.3 Standard Test
OLCL 0.3/3
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half longitudinally and halves placed together to form one

septa, half containing OL and the other half containing

CL; 3) PB= "piggy back"- two septa end-to-end and in-

line, one containing OL and the other CL.

Single source flight tunnel tests #8-#15 were

conducted to test for a concentration effect of the

treatments on response of male OFM. The methods used in

these tests were the same as in previous single source

tests, except that in the present test and all other

single source tests, the no response behavior was not

measured and flight initiation included those moths which

contacted the septa as well as those which terminated

flight without contacting the pheromone source. In

previous tests, flight initiation included only those

moths which flew and didn't contact the pheromone septa.

Courtyard Arena Tests

These tests were conducted in a semi-enclosed

courtyard within Cordley Hall on the campus of Oregon

State University. This courtyard, 55x25x30 m, is

surrounded by brick and glass walls to four or five

stories, but is open at the top to the surrounding

environment (see Croft et al. 1986 for a more detailed

description of this courtyard). There are no known

resident populations of OFM or codling moth in this

courtyard. In this test, 110 gg and 110/1000 gg of OL
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and OLCL, respectively, were placed in gray, rubber septa

in the center of 50 cm diameter, flat, circular, table-top

arena of sheet metal in which five cm incremental,

concentric circles were etched. Fifty virgin, 1-6 day-

old, male OFM were released randomly in the courtyard at

9-10:00 am, and tests were conducted 3-6:00 PM, Sep.15-

Oct.13, 1993. Prior to release, males were kept in

rearing chambers with lights turning off at 6:00 PM to

synchronize their most active time with the time

experiments were run. The arenas were placed on 1.5 m

poles, one arena baited with OL ,the other baited with

OLCL. Arenas were alternated every 5-15 minutes depending

on the number of males responding, so that an equal number

of observations were made for each treatment and to reduce

the variation in results due to time. One arena was

observed at any one time, and when not in use, the

pheromone loaded septa were kept in glass vials with

Teflon® coated lids. Arenas were washed in acetone

daily. The following data were recorded onto a cassette

tape and transcribed later: orientation time, time spent

wing-fanning while walking and/or wing-fanning on the

arena, number of times contacting and/or landing on the

arena and/or septa, number of hair pencil organ

extrusions, and closest approach to the pheromone septa.

Observations were terminated after moths were motionless

for 1 minute. Test males were captured upon termination
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in most cases, to prevent repeat observations. The

position of the arena within the courtyard was also

changed periodically depending on wind direction and to

reduce repeated observations when already sampled moths

escaped. Courtyard arena tests were not run on days when

conditions were below 17°C, as 16 °C is the estimated

flight threshold for male OFM (Armstrong 1929, Reichart &

Bodor 1972, Rothschild & Minks 1974) and wind velocities

were above 1.5 m/sec. Values greater than 1.5 m/sec

significantly reduced the frequency of flight initiation

by male OFM in a wind tunnel to almost zero (Baker &

Roelofs 1981) .

The courtyard arena test was repeated using OLCL and

1000 ilg of 12:0H added to pheromone treatment OL, which

was then designated as OLD to test the hypothesis that

E8,E10 -12:OH was substituting for 12:0H.

Flight Tunnel Arena tests

Flight tunnel arena test #1 was conducted to verify

the results of the courtyard arena tests at a more

detailed behavioral level. Treatments OL, OLD, and OLCL

were loaded with the same concentration as in the

courtyard arena tests. These septa were then placed in

the center of 15 cm diameter sheet metal arenas, held on

18 cm high wire stands 14 cm downwind of the upwind

filters in the tunnel. As in the previous flight tunnel
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tests, 1-6 day old moths were released individually from

5x3 cm cylindrical, aluminum screen cages placed on 18 cm

high stands located 85 cm downwind of the pheromone

source. Separate release stands and arenas were utilized

for each pheromone treatment. The arenas, stands, and

flight tunnel were washed with 100% ethanol and cages were

washed in acetone daily to reduce pheromone contamination.

A total of 45 moths per day were tested and treatments

rotated every five moths. The order in which the

pheromone treatments were presented was randomized daily.

Male OFM which flew upwind from the release stand, were

scored for total orientation time, time from initiation of

flight to contact with the arena or pheromone septa, time

spent wing-fanning while walking and/or wing-fanning on

the arena and/or septa, number of hair pencil organ

displays, number of landings and/or contacts on the arena

and/or septa, and closest approach to the pheromone

dispenser. Observations were terminated when moths

contacted the surface of the tunnel or were inactive for

one minute.

A second flight tunnel arena test was conducted to

see if E8,E10 -12:OH could be substituting for Z8-12:0H.

This test included OL, OLCL, and two additional

treatments: 1) OLE= 94 gg Z8-12:AC, 6 gg E8-12:AC, and

1000 gg of E8,E10 -12:OH (OL minus Z8-12:0H, plus E8,E10-

12:0H) 2) OLZ= 94 gg Z8-12:AC, 6 gg E8-12:AC, and 1010 g
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g of Z8-12:0H (OL plus 1000 pg of Z8-12:0H). Two

additional observations also were recorded in these tests:

abdominal curvature, (which was assumed to be attempted

copulation with the base of the gray, rubber septa) and

wing-fanning while walking before flight initiation.

A flight tunnel test was run using caged virgin OFM

females compared with caged OFM females plus 1000 gg of

codlemone. Methods used in this test were similar to the

other flight tunnel arena tests. The following behaviors

were measured: time spent in pre-flight wing fanning while

walking, total orientation time, number of hairpencil

displays, time spent wing fanning while walking on the

arena and/or septa, time from initiation of flight to

arena or septa, number of abdominal curvatures, and number

of landings and/or contacts with the arena and/or septa.

This test used 3-7 day-old male and female OFM and tested

100 male OFM from May 3-25, 1994. Data for number of

landings, hairpencil displays, and time spent wing fanning

while walking (pre-flight) were transformed using ln(x+1)

before analysis to adjust for unequal variance.

Electroantennogram Tests

Antennae from 1-4 day-old, virgin male OFM were

excised as close to the base as possible and the distal 1-

3 segments removed with a razor blade. Both ends of

antennae were then wetted in a 0.1N KCL saline solution to
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which 5' polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was added to slow

evaporation. The antennal ends were then inserted into

glass pipettes containing the saline-PVP solution and

silver-chloride electroplated silver electrodes, and then

were connected to a digital amplifier. Concentrations of

0.3, 0.3/3, and 3 µg of OL, OLCL, and CL, respectively,

and 0.05, 0.05/0.24 and 0.24, respectively, were placed in

the tips of disposable glass pipettes. Additional

pipettes were loaded with hexane which was used as a

reference stimulus. Pheromone treatments were applied to

the antenna by a one ml puff of air through the pipette.

The test pheromone pipettes were stored at -9°C when not

in use. The reference stimulus was tested one minute

before and after each pheromone treatment to adjust for

diminishing response in time (Van Der Pers 1981). The

maximum negative EAG response (Si) to a particular

stimulus (si) was expressed relative to the mean response

to the reference presented before (ri) and after the

stimulus (ri+i):

Si= 2s;

ri+ri+i

The response was also adjusted for differences in

individual antennae by transforming the value Si to a

percentage (Ri) of the mean of all responses Sl to S3 as

follows:
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The order of presentation of the pheromone treatments was

changed daily to allow for all possible permutations.

Each antennal preparation was exposed to all treatments.

An EAG test was also conducted to investigate if

E8,E10 -12:OH was competing for the same receptors as the

Z8-12:AC, E8-12:AC, or Z8-12:0H. Methods were similar to

the above, except that the antennal preparations in this

test were adapted by placing a pipette loaded with 6.25 gg

of the three component OFM blend directly into the

continuous flow airstream for one minute prior to exposing

the antenna to OL (0.049 gg), OLCL (0.049/0.24 gg), and CL

(0.24 gg).
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RESULTS

Field Trapping Tests

The April 19-23 test indicated that OLCL baited traps

caught significantly more moths than all other treatments

(Figure 1). Traps baited with OFM synthetic pheromone

caught significantly more moths than OFM female baited

traps. Treatment OFCF caught no moths and these data

raised the question whether OFM females were calling at

all. Codling moth females when added to traps baited with

the OFM synthetic pheromone did not significantly increase

the number of male OFM trapped compared to OFM synthetic

pheromone alone, although the number caught was the second

highest of all treatments. No moths were caught in traps

baited with CM synthetic pheromone or CM caged females,

indicating that these pheromones alone are not attractive

to OFM males.

The April 24-28 test, as in the April 19-23 test,

indicated that traps baited with OLCL caught significantly

more males than all other treatments, again verifying a

synergistic effect of the CM synthetic lure when it is

added to the OFM synthetic pheromone blend (Figure 2).

Slightly more OFM were caught in traps baited with OFCF

and OFCL compared to OF, but these differences were not

significant at the p=0.05 level. Slightly more OFM were

captured in traps baited with OLCF compared to OL, again
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Figure 1. Mean number of male OFM caught in Pherocon®
1CP traps in almond orchards, April 19-23, 1991. Merced
County, California. Treatment bars with the same letter
are not significantly different (p=0.05). Data ln(x+1)
transformed. CL= CM synthetic pheromone lure, OL= OFM
synthetic pheromone lure, OLCL= CM and OFM synthetic
lures, CF= caged CM females, OF= caged OFM females, OFCF=
caged CM and OFM females, OLCF= caged CM females and OFM
synthetic pheromone lure, OFCL= caged OFM females and CM
lure.

Figure 2. Mean number of male OFM caught in Pherocon®
1CP traps in almond orchards, April 24-28, 1991. Merced
County, California. Treatment bars with the same letter
are not significantly different (p=0.05). Data ln(x+1)
transformed. CL= CM synthetic pheromone lure, OL= OFM
synthetic pheromone lure, OLCL= OFM and CM synthetic
pheromone lures, CF= caged CM females, OF=caged OFM
females, OFCF= caged OFM and CM females, OLCF= OFM
synthetic pheromone lure and caged CM females, OFCL= caged
OFM females and CM synthetic pheromone lure.
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it was not significant, but it was the second highest

value of all lures tested. Traps baited with OL caught

slightly but not significantly more male OFM than traps

baited with OF. As in the first trapping experiment, no

moths were caught in the control, CL, and CF traps.

The July 8-14 test indicated that the control was the

only treatment significantly different from the others

(Figure 3). The non-zero trap catch in the control trap

was probably the result of random movement of large

populations of OFM males, rather than trap contamination.

The addition of CF and CL to traps baited with OFM females

did not increase trap catch compared to traps baited with

OFM females alone. Compared to the data from the April

studies, reducing the number of females per cage, and

doubling the number of cages per trap, increased the

number of males trapped in the virgin female OFM baited

traps. As a result, female baited traps more closely

approximating the number caught in traps baited with OFM

synthetic pheromone. Adding CM females to OFM females or

to OFM synthetic pheromone lures slightly but not

significantly decreased the number of male OFM trapped

compared to traps baited with OFM females or OFM synthetic

pheromone lures.

The July 18-23 test indicated that the addition of CF

or CL to traps baited with OFM females did not increase

the number of male OFM captured compared to traps baited
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Figure 3. Mean number of male OFM caught in Pherocon®
1CP traps in almond orchards, July 8-14, 1991. Merced
County, California. Treatment bars with the same letter
are not significantly different (p=0.05). Data ln(x+1)
transformed. Control= no pheromone, OL= OFM synthetic
pheromone lure, OLCF= OFM synthetic pheromone and caged CM
females, OF= caged OFM females, OFCF= caged OFM and CM
females, OFCL= caged OFM females and CM synthetic
pheromone lure.

Figure 4. Mean number of male OFM caught in Pherocon®
1CP traps in almond orchards, July 18-23, 1991. Merced
County, California. Treatment bars with the same letter
are not significantly different (p= 0.05). Data ln(x +l)
transformed. Control= no pheromone, OL= OFM synthetic
pheromone lure, OLCF= OFM synthetic pheromone lure and
caged CM females, OF= caged OFM females, OFCF= caged OFM
and CM females, OFCL= caged OF females and CM synthetic
pheromone lure.
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with OFM females alone (Figure 4). This was opposite of

what was expected, and may have indicated that the caged

OFM females in the OF, OFCL, and OFCF traps were not

producing equivalent amounts of pheromone. As in the

April tests, traps baited with OFM synthetic pheromone

lures caught significantly more male OFM than caged female

baited traps. Control traps, as in the July 8-14 test,

caught a small number of males, which was again probably

due to random movement of large populations of OFM rather

than the control trap being contaminated with pheromone.

Flight Tunnel Choice Tests

Flight tunnel choice test #1 using 10/100 pug septa

indicated that slightly more OFM males contacted OLCL

compared to OL (Table 3). Since there was no significant

difference in this test, it was hypothesized that the

preference decision by the male moth may be made further

away from the pheromone sources, at which point the

concentration would be relatively low, therefore choice

test #2 was conducted using 0.31/3.1 ilg.

Choice test #2 indicated that significantly more

males contacted the OLCL septa compared to the OL (Table

3). These results supported the idea that the decision of

which plume to follow, OL or OLCL, is made further away

from the pheromone sources at which point the

concentration would be relatively low.
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Table 3. Response of male OFM to OL and OLCL in flight tunnel
experiments, 1992.

choice

Test
No.

Conc.(n)
(OL/CL)

Behavior Pheromone Average Std.
Error

P-value

1 10/100 Contact OL 4.0 a 0.82 0.73
OLCL 4.4 a 0.87

2 0.31/3.1 Contact OL 0.96 a 0.19 0.0005
OLCL 2.30 b 0.21

3 0.31/3.1 Contact OL 2.49 a 0.20 0.9
OLCL 2.52 a 0.18

4a 0.31/3.1 Contact OL (new) 1.8 a 0.21 0.14
OLCL (new) 1.3 a 0.23

4b 0.31/3.1 Contact OL (aged) 1.5 a 0.09 0.09
OLCL (aged) 1.8 a 0.10

4c 0.31/3.1 Contact Left (new) 5.6 a 1.1 0.85
Right (new) 5.4 a 0.71

4d 0.31/3.1 Contact Left (aged) 7.4 b 0.84 0.002
Right (aged) 3.5 a 0.57

5a 0.31/3.1 Contact OL (new) 6.4 a 1.0 0.37
OLCL (new) 7.6 a 0.69

5b 0.31/3.1 Contact OL (aged) 7.3 a 0.94 0.14
OLCL (aged) 5.4 a 0.72

5c 0.31/3.1 Contact Left (new) 7.0 a 0.62 1.0
Right (new) 7.0 a 0.82

5d 0.31/3.1 Contact Left (aged) 7.3 a 0.89 0.21
Right (aged) 5.4 a 1.07

In choice test #3, the previous test was repeated

using new moths and new pheromone septa of the same

concentration. Results indicated that males contacted

OLCL slightly, but not significantly more than OL (Figure

3). It was thought that the difference in results between

choice test #2 and #3 could have been because of use of

aged versus new pheromone septa.
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Choice test #4a indicated that males contacted the

new OL septa slightly more than the new OLCL septa (Table

3). These data were opposite of our expectations and

previous results, and could not be explained. However, in

test #4b slightly more males contacted aged OLCL septa

compared to aged OL septa. Analysis was also conducted to

determine a left-right positional preference for aged and

new septa for OL and OLCL combined. Results of test #4c

indicated that contact of new septa (both OL and OLCL) on

the left was slightly higher than the right (Table 3). In

test #4d, males contacted aged septa of both treatments

significantly more often in the left position than in the

right. However, because the left-right position of the

two septa treatments was alternated every five moths that

were tested this potential positional bias should have

been eliminated. The relatively old moths in choice test

#4a-d may have contributed to the unexpected slight

preference of males for new OL compared to OLCL,

therefore, test #4 was repeated using younger moths.

Choice test #5a indicated that contact of new OLCL

septa was slightly higher than of new OL septa, however,

in test #5b slightly more OFM contacted aged OL septa

compared to aged OLCL septa (Table 3). Results of choice

tests #5a and #5b were opposite of those in tests #4a and

#4b. The left-right preference was examined again in test

#5c and #5d and results indicated equal response to the
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new septa in the left and right positions, but slightly

higher response to the left position of aged septa.

Again, there were no clear explanations for this variation

between experiments.

In summary, there was high variability between the

results of these five choice tests, however, response of

male OFM to OL and OLCL seemed equal or significantly in

favor of OLCL (Table 3). Temperature and relative

humidity conditions fluctuated somewhat in the flight

tunnel in which these studies were conducted, particularly

during the summer when temperatures varied from 20 -30 °C

and relative humidity 35-65%. Flight tunnel tests

conducted during these relatively high temperatures and

low humidities could have affected reponse of OFM males to

pheromone treatments.

Single Source Flight Tunnel tests

Based on data from the choice tests, it was assumed

there was no difference in OFM male preference to OLCL

over OL. It was hypothesized that more OFM may initiate

flight in response to OLCL versus OL.

Single source test #1 indicated no significant

differences in response to the two treatments for five

behavioral attributes (Figure 5). However, slightly more

OFM contacted the OLCL source compared to OL. Since there

were no significant differences it was hypothesized that
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the OLCL may attract male OFM from longer distances at

which point the concentration of pheromone would be lower.

Single source flight tunnel test #2, as in the first

single source test, indicated that there were no

significant differences between the two treatments (Figure

6). Single source test #3 indicated that there were

significant differences in all behaviors recorded except

the number of OFM contacting the pheromone sources (Figure

7). The number of male OFM wing-fanning and/or wing-

fanning while walking before flight and initiating flight

in response to OLCL was significantly higher compared to

OL. Males did not fly or respond significantly more often

to OL compared to OLCL.

Single source test #4 indicated that significantly

more males contacted OLCL compared to OL (Figure 8).

There were about two fold more OFM not flying in response

to OL compared to OLCL, however, this was not

statistically significant at the p=0.05 level.

Because the differences in response to OL and OLCL

did not increase with reduced concentration, it was

hypothesized that there could be an interaction between

E8,E10-12:0H and the three components (OL) of the OFM

rubber septa which inhibited the synergistic effect. The

following test was run for septa loaded with both OL and

CL pheromone components versus when OL and CL components

were kept in separate septa.
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Figure 5. Single source flight tunnel test #1: OFM male
response to 10 and 10/100 gg of OL and OLCL, respectively.
March 19-25, 1992 (413 OFM tested in 7 days). For each
behavior, treatment bars with the same letter are not
significantly different (p=0.05).

Figure 6. Single source flight tunnel test #2: OFM male
response to 2.5 and 2.5/25 gg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. March 26-April 5, 1992 (864 OFM tested in
11 days). For each behavior, treatment bars with the same
letter are not significantly different (p=0.05).
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Figure 7. Single source flight tunnel test #3: OFM male
response to 1.25 and 1.25/12.5 1.1g of OL and OLCL,
respectively. April 7-14, 1992 (303 OFM tested in 8
days). For each behavior, treatment bars with the same
letter are not significantly different (p=0.05).

Figure 8. Single source flight tunnel test #4: OFM male
response to 0.625 and 0.625/6.25 pig of OL and OLCL,
respectively. April 16-21, 1992 (170 OFM tested in 6
days). Data for wing-fanning/wing fanning while walking,
non-flight and no-response were transformed using ln(x+1).
For each behavior, treatment bars with the same letter are
not significantly different (p=0.05).
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Single source test #5 indicated that at least two

treatments were significantly different for wing-

fanning/wing-fanning while walking and contact (Table 4).

The number of males wing-fanning/wing-fanning while

walking (WFW) was significantly higher for OLCL than other

treatments. WFW was significantly higher for SS than PB,

but not from OL and DB. Contact was significantly higher

for OLCL compared to OL, DB, and PB, but not to SS.

Contact of OL, DB, and SS were not different, but, PB was

lower than SS. The behavior "no response" was

significantly higher for PB compared to OLCL and SS, but

not to OL and DB. There were no differences in "no

response" for OL, OLCL, DB, and SS. There were also no

differences for initiation of flight and non-flight. OL

was significantly less attractive than OLCL, but not

different from the other three treatments in two of five

behaviors measured. Overall, these results did not

exhibit any pattern which would support the hypothesis of

a chemical or physical interaction of the OL and CL

components, which would interfere with the synergistic

effect.

Data for OL and OLCL in test #5 were analyzed

separately, and indicated significant differences for

wing-fanning, contact, non-flight and no-response (Figure

9) .
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Table 4. Single source flight tunnel test #5: OFM male
response to 0.625 and 0.625/6.25 µg of OL and OLCL,
respectively, in the following configurations: OL, OLCL,
DB= "double barrel", SS= "split septa", PB= "piggy back".
April 29-May 17, 1992 (579 OFM tested in 16 days). Data
for contact ln(x+1) transformed.

Behavior _Pheromone Averag2 Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 2.9 ab 0.46 008 5.3
OLCL 5.1 c 0.68
DB 2.9 ab 0.39
SS 3.7 b 0.49
PB 2.1 a 0.43

Flight OL 1.3 a 0.23 0.46 0.91
OLCL 1.6 a 0.20
DB 1.0 a 0.29
SS 1.6 a 0.29
PB 1.3 a 0.30

Contact OL 0.68 ab 0.13 0.004 4.1
OLCL 1.26 c 0.13
DB 0.84 ab 0.13
SS 1.01 be 0.14
PB 0.61 a 0.12

Non-flight OL 3.4 a 1.03 0.27 1.3
OLCL 1.1 a 0.60
DB 3.1 a 0.89
SS 2.1 a 0.87
PB 3.5 a 1.02

No-response OL 1.6 ab 0.64 0.09 2.1
OLCL 0.5 a 0.22
DB 1.8 ab 0.56
SS 1.0 a 0.48
PB 2.6 b 0.69
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Single source test #6 indicated no significant

differences among treatments for all behaviors monitored,

except non-flight (Table 5). The number of males not

flying was significantly higher for OL compared to OLCL

and SS, but not compared to DB and PB. As in the previous

test, results did not follow a pattern, especially for

differences between OL and other treatments. Inconsistent

results were also seen in choice tests at this

concentration.

Single source test #6 results, comparing response to

OL and OLCL only, indicated no significant differences in

all behaviors (Figure 10).

Since there were statistical differences for OL and

OLCL in single source tests #3, #4 and #5, at

concentrations of 1.25/12.5 and 0.625/6.25 gg, it was

expected that differences would be more evident at lower

concentrations (0.31/3.1 gg and lower). Therefore, the

test was repeated at 0.31/3.1 gg, using the same

conditions and methods.

Test #7 indicated no significant differences in

response to OL versus OLCL (Figure 11).

Single source test #8 indicated significant

differences in all behaviors, except flight initiation:

WFW and flight initiation were significantly higher and

non-flight and no response lower for OLCL compared to OL

(Figure 12).
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Figure 9. Single source flight tunnel test #5 (partial):
OFM male response to 0.625 and 0.625/6.25 gg OL and OLCL,
respectively. April 29-May 17, 1992 (579 OFM tested in 16
days). Data for non-flight and no response ln(x+1)
transformed. For each behavior, treatment bars with the
same letter are not significantly different (p=0.05).

Figure 10. Single source flight tunnel test #6 (partial):
OFM male response to 0.31 and 0.31/3.1 gg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. June 10-17, 1992 (283 OFM tested in 8
days). Asterisks denote significant differences (p=0.05)
between treatments for each behavior. For each behavior,
treatment bars with the same letter are not significantly
different (p=0.05) .
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Table 5. Single source flight tunnel test #6: OFM male
response to 0.31 and 0.31/3.13 gg of OL and OLCL,
respectively, in the following configurations: OL, OLCL,
DB= "double barrel", SS= "split septa", PB= "piggy back".
June 10-17, 1992 (283 OFM tested in 8 days). Data for
non-flight and no response ln(x +l) transformed.

Behavior Pheromone Average Stnd.Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 4.0 a 0.60 0.50 0.85
OLCL 5.1 a 0.74
DB 5.1 a 0.52
SS 5.4 a 0.53
PB 5.3 a 0.59

Flight OL 1.5 a 0.42 0.79 0.42
OLCL 1.1 a 0.35
DB 1.4 a 0.42
SS 1.8 a 0.53
PB 1.1 a 0.30

Contact OL 2.6 a 0.53 0.48 0.90
OLCL 4.1 a 0.52
DB 3.9 a 0.55
SS 3.9 a 0.79
PB 3.9 a 0.72

Non-flight OL 0.93 b 0.19 0.09 2.2
OLCL 0.43 a 0.18
DB 0.48 ab 0.15
SS 0.26 a 0.13
PB 0.57 ab 0.19

No response OL 0.48 a 0.20 0.48 0.90
OLCL 0.22 a 0.15
DB 0.22 a 0.15
SS 0.09 a 0.09
PB 0.22 a 0.15
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Figure 11. Single source flight tunnel test #7: OFM male
response to 0.31 and 0.31/3.1 Rg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. June 23-27, 1992 (230 OFM tested in 6
days). Data for WFW and contact In transformed. For each
behavior, treatment bars with the same letter are not
significantly different (p=0.05).

Figure 12. Single source flight tunnel test #8: OFM male
response to 0.31 and 0.31/3.1 iig of OL and OLCL,
respectively. July 9-15, 1992 (272 OFM tested in 8 days).
For each behavior, treatment bars with the same letter are
not significantly different (p=0.05).
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Single source tests #3, #4, and #8, indicated

significantly higher response to OLCL versus OL, but this

pattern was not evident in tests #2, #4, #6, #7, (Table

6). Single source flight tunnel tests were run using

septa loaded with 10/100-0.07/0.7 pig of OL/CL,

respectively, to verify a pattern of increasingly

significant differences with increasingly lower

concentrations.

Single source test #9, #10, #11, and #12 indicated

that there were no significant differences in response to

OL versus OLCL (Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16).

Single source test #13 indicated that flight

initiating was significantly higher for OLCL versus OL

(Figure 17). The number of moths contacting OLCL was

slightly higher versus OL and there were more males not

flying to OL compared to OLCL, but these differences were

not significant at p=0.05.

Single source test #14 indicated no significant

differences for OL versus OLCL (Figure 18). Significant

differences betweeen OL and OLCL were expected at 0.31/3.1

lag in this test. There are no clear explanations for

these inconsistent results, which were also evident in

other flight tunnel tests at this concentration.

Single source test #15 indicated significant

differences in all behaviors measured: more males WFW,
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Table 6. Summary of p-values for single source flight tunnel tests. WFW=
wing-fanning while walking, NF= non-flight, NR= no response.

Test # # OFM Treats. Conc. ;Ig. WFW Flight Contac NF NR

1 413 OL,OLCL 10/100 0.68 0.63 0.06 0.30 0.11

2 864 OL,OLCL 2.5/25 0.57 1.0 0.32 0.71 0.78

3 303 OL,OLCL 1.3/12.5 0.007 0.0001 0.19 0.0003 0.008

4 170 OL,OLCL 0.63/6.3 0.06 0.83 0.0002 0.06 0.25

5 579 OL,OLCL,

DB,SS,PB

0.63/6.3 0.0008 0.46 0.004 0.27 0.09

5a 579 OL,OLCL 0.63/6.3 0.004 0.54 0.001 0.007 0.03

6 283 OL,OLCL,

DB,SS,PB

0.31/3.1 0.50 0.79 0.48 0.09 0.48

6a 283 OL,OLCL 0.31/3.1 0.26 0.51 0.06 0.11 0.31

7 230 OL,OLCL 0.31/3.1 0.49 0.18 0.83 0.24 0.23

8 272 OL,OLCL 0.31/3.1 0.003 0.53 0.002 0.001 0.001

9 167 OL,OLCL 10/100 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 --

10 276 OL,OLCL 5/50 0.3 0.9 0.8 0.8

11 531 OL,OLCL 2.5/25 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.7

12 250 OL,OLCL 1.3/12.5 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.5

13 440 OL,OLCL 0.63/6.3 0.1 0.05 0.09 0.09

14 388 OL,OLCL 0.31/3.1 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.3

15 398 OL,OLCL 0.16/1.6 0.03 0.006 0.03 0.03

16 243 OL,OLCL 0.07/0.7 0.6 0.2 0.08 0.08

17 194 OL,OLCL 0.31/3.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2

18 200 OL,OLCL 0.31/3.1 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

Total #OFM= 7989
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Figure 13. Single source flight tunnel test #9: OFM male
response to 10 and 10/100 iig of OL and OLCL, respectively.
One set of 1-4 day-old moths (167 total) tested October 5-
9, 1992 (four days). For each behavior, treatment bars
with the same letter are not significantly different
(p=0.05) .

Figure 14. Single source flight tunnel test #10: OFM male
response to 5 and 5/50 vtg of OL and OLCL, respectively.
Two sets of 1-4 day-old moths (276 total) were tested
October 6-23, 1992 (six days). For each behavior,
treatment bars with the same letter are not significantly
different (p=0.05).
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Figure 15. Single source flight tunnel test #11: OFM male
response to 2.5 and 2.5/25 gg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. Three sets of 1-4 day-old moths (531 total)
were tested October 13-29, 1992 (11 days). For each
behavior, treatment bars with the same letter are not
significantly different (p=0.05).

Figure 16. Single source flight tunnel test #12: OFM male
response to 1.25 and 1.25/12.5 gg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and three sets of 1-4 day-old
moths (250 total) were tested October 30-November 6, 1992
(five days). For each behavior, treatment bars with the
same letter are not significantly different (p=0.05).
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Figure 17. Single source flight tunnel test #13: OFM male
response to 0.625 and 0.625/6.25 ilg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and three sets of 1-4 day-old
moths (440 total) were tested November 5-December 7, 1992
(nine days). For each behavior, treatment bars with the
same letter are not significantly different (p=0.05).

Figure 18. Single source flight tunnel test #14: OFM male
response to 0.31 and 0.31/3.1 lig of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and two sets of 1-4 day-old moths
(388 total) were tested November 20-December 7, 1992
(eight days). For each behavior, treatment bars with the
same letter are not significantly different (p=0.05).
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Figure 19. Single source flight tunnel test #15: OFM male
response to 0.156 and 0.156/1.56 pg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and three sets of 1-4 day-old
moths (398 total) were tested Deceber 8-17, 1992 (eight
days). For each behavior, treatment bars with the same
letter are not significantly different (p=0.05).
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initiating flight, and contacting OLCL and more not flying

to OL (Figure 19).

As in test #14, results of test #16, #17 and #18

indicated no significant differences for OL versus OLCL

(Figures 20, 21, and 22). In test #16 slightly more moths

contacted OLCL versus OL, but this was not significant at

p=0.05. Results of tests #9-#16 appeared to follow a

pattern until test #14 (0.31/3.1 (Table 6), therefore,

this test was repeated. Results were variable between

tests using 0.31/3.1 µg septa (Tables 3 and 6). It is not

known why the results were so variable (see discussion of

flight tunnel choice tests for possible causes). A

tentative conclusion is: response to OL or OLCL at

0.31/3.1 lag was either equal or higher for OLCL, and only
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once slightly in favor of OL (Figure 24). Because of the

variability between tests at one concentration, and

assuming that equal numbers of moths initiated flight and

arrived at the OL and OLCL baited traps, it was

hypothesized that there may be differences in close range

behavior which resulted in significant differences in trap

catch in the trapping experiments.
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Figure 20. Single source flight tunnel test #16: OFM male
response to 0.07 and 0.07/0.7 pig of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and four sets of 1-4 day-old
moths (243 total) were tested December 8-18, 1992 (five
days). For each behavior, treatment bars with the same
letter are not significantly different (p=0.05).

Figure 21. Single source flight tunnel test #17: OFM male
response to 0.31 and 0.31/3.1 pig of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and two sets of 1-4 day-old moths
(194 total) were tested January 8-12, 1993. (four days).
For each behavior, treatment bars with the same letter are
not significantly different (p=0.05).
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Figure 22. Single source flight tunnel test #18: OFM male
response to 0.31 and 0.31/3.1 pg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and two sets of 1-4 day-old moths
(200 total) were tested April 26-28, 1993 (three days).
For each behavior, treatment bars with the same letter are
not significantly different (p=0.05).

Figure 23. Courtyard arena test #1: OFM male response to
110 and 110/1000 ilg of OL and OLCL, respectively, on or
near 50 cm diameter observation arenas in a semi-enclosed
courtyard. September 15-23, 1993. Data ln(x+1)
transformed. For each behavior, treatment bars with the
same letter are not significantly different (p=0.05).
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Figure 24. Single source flight tunnel tests at 0.31 and
0.31/3.1 lig of OL and OLCL, respectively: Ratio of
response of male OFM to OLCL over OL. Behavior letters:
a=wing fanning, b=flight, c=contact, d=non-flight, e=no
response. Asterisks denote significant differences
(p=0.05).
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Courtyard Arena Tests

Courtyard arena test #1 indicated that E8,E10-12:0H

added to the three component OFM blend, significantly

increased all close range behaviors compared to OL alone

(Figure 23). In response to OLCL, males oriented to the

pheromone plume and wing-fanned significantly longer and

also landed and displayed hair pencil organs significantly

more often than to OL. Moths also approached

significantly closer to the OLCL septa compared to OL.

It was hypothesized that substitution of E8,E10-12:0H

for 12:OH, the fourth component of the natural pheromone

of the OFM, could be responsible for the synergistic

effect. Courtyard arena test #2 indicated that male OFM

displayed hair pencil more often and approached closer to

OLCL compared to OLD (Figure 25). Males responding to

OLCL oriented and wing-fanned a little longer than to OLD,

but these differences were not significant at p=0.05.

Because of significant differences between OLD and OLCL,

it did not appear that the substitution of E8,E10-12:0H

for 12:OH was responsible for the synergistic effect. The

hypothesis that E8,E10-12:0H was substituting for Z8 -12:OH

was to be tested in the next courtyard test, but,

inclement weather prevented this, therefore, this phase of

research was moved into the laboratory flight tunnel.
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Figure 25. Courtyard arena test #2: OFM male response to
110/1000 and 110/1000 Ilg of OLCL and OL/dodecanol (OLD),
respectively, on or near 50 cm diameter observation arenas
in a semi-enclosed courtyard. September 30-October 13,
1993. Data ln(x+1) transformed. For each behavior,
treatment bars with the same letter are not significantly
different (p=0.05) .

Figure 26. Flight tunnel arena test #1: OFM male response
to OL, OLD, and OLCL on or near 15 cm diameter observation
arenas in a flight tunnel. October 4-23, 1993. Data
ln(x+1) transformed. For each behavior, treatment bars
with the same letter are not significantly different
(p=0.05) .
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Flight Tunnel Arena Tests

Flight tunnel arena test #1 indicated significant

differences between at least two of the three treatments

in all behaviors measured, except time spent in flight

from the release stand to the arena and/or septa (Figure

26). Time spent wing-fanning while walking and orienting

to the plume was significantly longer for males responding

to OLCL than other treatments. Adding 12:OH to OL

significantly increased orientation time, but not wing-

fanning while walking. Moths contacted/landed and

displayed hair pencil significantly more often to OLCL

compared to other pheromone blends. Adding 12:OH to OL

significantly increased the number of hair pencil

displays. Approach to the septa was significantly closer

for OLCL than other lures. Because of the significant

differences between OLCL and OLD, substitution of E8,E10-

12:0H for 12:0H was probably not responsible for the

synergistic effect of E8,E10-12:0H on male OFM behavior.

Flight tunnel arena test #2 data indicated that OLE

and OLCL were equally attractive to OFM, but OLZ was more

equivalent to OL (Figure 27). Males wing-fanned while

walking on the arena for equal time in response to OLCL

and OLE, which were significantly longer than OL and OLZ,

which were equivalent. However, there were no differences

among treatments for wing-fanning before flight

initiation. The time males spent orienting to the OLCL
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Figure 27. Flight tunnel arena test #2: OFM male response
to OL, OLCL, OLE, and OLZ on or near 15 cm diameter
observation arenas in a flight tunnel. December 1-15,
1993. Data In transformed. For each behavior, treatment
bars with the same letter are not significantly different
(p=0.05). OL= Z8-12:Ac, E8-12:Ac, and Z8-12:0H; OLCL= Z8-
12:Ac, E8-12:Ac, Z8-12:0H, and 1000 gg E8,E10-12:0H; OLE=
Z8-12:Ac, E8-12:Ac, and 1000 gg E8,E10-12:0H; OLZ= E8-
12:Ac, E8-12:Ac, Z8-12:0H, and 1000 gg Z8-12:0H.
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Pheromone Treatment

Figure 27.

and OLE plumes was equivalent, but both were significantly

longer than to OL and OLZ. Increasing Z8-12:0H (OLZ)

significantly increased orientation time over OL. Time

spent flying from the release platform to the arena was

equivalent for all treatments, except OLZ, which was

significantly slower than others. The number of times

contacting/landing and displaying hair pencil organs was

equivalent for OLCL and OLE, both of which were higher

than OL and OLZ. OL and OLZ were equivalent in the number

of contacts/landings, but the addition of Z8-12:0H to make

OLZ, significantly increased hair pencil displays versus

OL. Males always had at least one contact with the OLE

pheromone dispenser, but this was not statistically
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different from the OLCL. Responses to OLCL and OLE lures

were significantly closer than to OL and OLZ, which were

equivalent. The number of abdominal curvatures was

significantly higher for males responding to OLE, followed

by OLCL which was higher than OL and OLZ, which were

equivalent.

Flight tunnel arena test #3 indicted that OFM males

landed and/or contacted the arena and/or cage

significantly more for OFCL versus OF (Figure 28). A

significant increase in the number of landings/contacts

would probably increase the number of OFM males ensnared

in a sticky trap, more so than increases in other

behaviors (with the exception of wing fanning while

walking on the arena and/or cage). These results may

indicate that an increase in OFM male response to the

combined species pheromone may occur under natural

conditions where both OFM and CM females are in proximity

to each other and releasing pheromone simultaneously.

Tests which could possibly confirm this would be: OFM

females versus both OFM and CM females, and OFM females

versus CM females plus OFM synthetic pheromone blend. The

first of these two test was attempted, but failed because

it was difficult to get both species to call

simultaneously. The second test was not attempted because

of the problem with CM females calling intermittently in
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Figure 28. Flight tunnel arena test #3: OFM male response
to to caged virgin OFM females (OF) and OFM females plus
1000 gg of E8,E10-12:0H (OFCL) on or near 15 cm diameter
observation arenas in a flight tunnel. 100 male OFM
tested May 3-25, 1994. Data for number of landings,
hairpencil displays, and time spent wing fanning while
walking (pre-flight) were ln(x +l) transformed. For each
behavior, treatment bars with the same letter are not
significantly different (p=0.05).
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pulses of about 5 minutes and my difficulty in recognizing

the calling posture of CM females.

Electroantennogram Tests

Electroantennogram (EAG) test #1 indicated no

significant differences in adjusted maximum negative

response to OL vs. OLCL, however, the response to CL was

significantly lower than the others (Figure 29).

The EAG was repeated using 0.049, 0.049/0.24, and

0.24 gg of OL, OLCL, and CL, respectively. As in EAG test

#1, results from EAG test #2 indicated no significant

differences for OL versus OLCL, and CL was significantly

lower than the other two (Figure 30).
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EAG test #3 indicated no response to OL, OLCL, or CL

after antennal adaptation with the three component

pheromone of the OFM. Therefore, E8,E10-12:0H may be

competing for the same receptors as one or more of the

three pheromone components of OFM.
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Figure 29. Electroantennogram test #1: adjusted response
of male OFM antennae to 0.3, 0.3/3, and 3 lag of OL, OLCL,
and CL, respectively. May 20-31, 1993, nine repetitions.
Treatment bars with the same letter are not significantly
different (p=0.05).

Figure 30. Electroantennogram test #2: adjusted response
of male OFM antennae to 0.049, 0.049/0.24, and 0.24 gag of
OL, OLCL, and CL, respectively. July 23-August 19, 1993,
four repetitions. Treatment bars with the same letter are
not significantly different (p=0.05).
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DISCUSSION

Field Trapping Tests

The increase in OFM catch in traps baited with OLCL

versus OL may have resulted from a synergistic effect of

codlemone on male response. A pheromone synergist is a

compound not found in the natural pheromone blend, that

when added to an insects pheromone, significantly

increases the attractance of conspecific mates. Roelofs

et al. (1973) and Carde et al. (1975a) reported that male

OFM trap catches were increases two-fold by the addition

of 8-propoxyoctan-l-ol, which is not attractive alone.

Dodecyl acetate (12:AC) is a synergist of male OFM trap

catch when the chemical was presented as a background odor

surrounding a trap baited with a two component pheromone

of the OFM consisting of Z8-12:AC (97 %) and E8-12:AC (3%)

(Rothschild 1974). However, the 12:AC also acted as an

inhibitor when placed in the same trap or within 15 cm of

the two component OFM blend.

Roelofs and Comeau (1971a) reported that there are

several synergists which when added to Z11-14:Ac, the

major pheromone component of the red-banded leaf roller,

increased trap catch of males. These synergists had

structural features similar to Z11-14:Ac, which suggests

they may be interacting with the same receptors as the

pheromone. Since E8,E10-12:0H has structural features in

common with the pheromone components of the OFM, it too
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may be acting as a synergist by interacting with the same

receptors.

There are several possible reasons why traps baited

with OFM synthetic pheromone caught significantly more

moths than caged virgin OFM female baited traps. One was

possibly due to disturbance among the five moths in each

cage as females were observed pummelling each other;

disturbed females probably produce less pheromone.

Another is that the synthetic pheromone release rate was

higher than that from females. Baker and Carde (1979a)

reported that the release rate of Z8-12:Ac and Z8-12:0H

were 11.8 and 33.0 ng/hr, respectively for rubber septa

loaded with 100 ilg of the individual components. The mean

release rates of Z8-12:AC from female OFM are 3.2 ng/hr

(Baker et al. 1980) and 8.48 ng/hr (Lacey and Sanders

1992). OL baited traps could have caused "trap poaching"

which is when a higher dosage synthetic pheromone draws

male OFM away from the active space of an OF baited trap.

Trap poaching or competition was reported by Baker and

Carde (1979b) when traps baited with the two acetate

mixture were compared with traps baited with the acetates

plus l' Z8-12:0H. In this case, the three component blend

caught 10 fold more moths than the acetates alone. When

tested with traps baited with the three component blend,

the two acetate mixture alone was no different from a

control baited trap, whereas, in earlier tests the
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acetates caught significant numbers of OFM males. Males

were observed to be at least as likely to fly upwind in

response to the acetates alone as to the three component

blend and thus be captured on the sticky surface of the

traps. Flying, as opposed to sitting males are more

likely to encounter pheromone plumes from other traps

nearby, thus a trap eliciting flight but not landing may

lose moths to neighboring traps which elicit upwind flight

and landing. Baker and Roelofs (1981) reported the mean

maximum active distance (drawing range) for upwind flight

of male OFM in response to 100 pg of the three component

OFM pheromone (90.3% Z8-12:AC, 5.9% E8-12:AC, and 3.8% Z8-

12:0H) was 29 m, and since the traps used in the present

trapping tests were a minimum of 120 m apart, there was

probably no competition between OL baited traps. They

also reported that while septa loaded with 1000 pg of OFM

pheromone had a relatively long mean drawing range (77 m),

there was an average termination distance for flight of

responding males of 155 cm. Septa loaded with both 100

and 10 pg of pheromone had drawing ranges of 29 and 12 m

and average termination distances of 20 and 0 cm,

respectively. When this information was applied to

trapping strategies, to maximize catch of males, it was

evident that increasing the drawing range past a certain

limit would have its trade-off in losing efficiency (males

captured divided by the number of approaches). The
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combined species pheromone septa tested in the present

study may prevent this detrimental trade-off and improve

efficiency by increasing both drawing range and close

range behaviors, as indicated by results of single source

flight tunnel tests, courtyard arena tests and flight

tunnel arena tests.

Another possible explanation for the reduced catch in

OFM female baited traps compared to synthetic pheromone

traps was that caged virgin females were not near the

sticky surface, but were suspended from the ceiling of the

trap, thereby drawing males away from the sticky floor.

Cages with females also provided an additional non-sticky

surface for OFM males to land on and prevent them from

becoming ensnared. Ideally, OFM synthetic pheromone

baited and control traps should also have included cages

to correct for this source of variation, but the number of

cages was limited.

In the April 19-23, 1991 test, OFCF caught no moths,

and was significantly lower than the OF and OFCL

treatments. This could have resulted from reduced trap

efficiency in the OFCF trap which had double the number of

cages of the other two treatments. The lack of attraction

to the combined species female baited traps may also have

been due to interspecific interference or non-concurrent

calling of OFM and CM females. Non-concurrent calling

could be expected as OFM females call 0-3 hours before
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scotophase (Baker & Carde 1979a), but, female CM call at

five minute intervals beginning at dark (Howell 1994).

Codling moth females added to traps baited with OFM

synthetic pheromone did not significantly increase male

OFM catch compared to the OFM synthetic pheromone alone.

This could also have been from CM calling intermittently

and after OFM males were most active. Some of the 12-13

minor pheromone components of the CM natural pheromone

also may have interfered with the synergistic effect of

the E8,E10-12:0H. The negative results of trapping with

caged OFM females could also have resulted from unequal

production of pheromone by the females in different traps.

Lacy and Sanders (1992) reported that OFM females, which

were calling for at least part of the test period, had a

mean release rate (+/- SD) of 8.48 +/- 7.26 ng/hr (range

0.0-25.3 ng/hr) .

In the April 24-28, 1991 test, the addition of OFM

females to traps baited with CM female and CM synthetic

pheromone, and the addition of synthetic OFM pheromone to

CM females, slightly, but not significantly increased

capture of OFM males. Thus, there was some evidence that

there was a synergistic effect using the natural pheromone

blends which indicates it may occur in nature.
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Flight Tunnel Choice Tests

Choice tests, in which factors of dosage, septa age,

septa position, and moth age were varied, indicated no

clear trend of response. Contact of septa in the left

position (as looking upwind) was significantly higher than

right, but this bias was reduced by alternating the

position of the two septa every five moths. This

difference may have been caused by plumes shifting to the

right when the flight tunnel door was opened.

There were considerable differences in results of

flight tunnel tests, even at the same pheromone

concentrations. Responses of male OFM to OL and OLCL were

either near equal or more for OLCL. One explanation for

these results may have been changing environmental

conditions. Temperature, relative humidity, daylength,

light intensity, wind speed, rainfall, etc. can effect

male moth response to pheromones (McNeil 1991, AliNiazee

1983, Lanier and Burns 1978). Control of all of these

conditions were not possible in these experiments. For

example, relative humidity most certainly varied during

these studies which were run over a 90 day period. Baker

and Carde (1979a) reported that there was no effect of

relative humidity on calling behavior of female OFM;

effects on male response were not given. Response of

European corn borer (Ostrinia nubilalis (Hubner)) males to

pheromones has been reported to decline at very high and
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low humidity, and responsiveness of gypsy moth (Lymantria

dispar (L.)) males in a wind tunnel is reportedly greater

at high (70%) than at low (30 %) relative humidity (McNeil

1991). The moon phase may also effect animal behavior.

Conlee (1993) reported that male CM were most active

during full or new moons. Baker and Carde (1979a) found

that the percentage of male OFM responding to the

synthetic pheromone blend increased with age of the moth.

They reported that males 1-24 hours old had comparatively

lower response levels, two day-old intermediate, and 3-4

day-old the highest response to pheromone. However, there

was no report for OFM males >four days-old. Linn et al.

(1991) reported both the maximum response distance and

male response specificity were significantly altered by

changes in temperature. At temperatures of 26-28°C

response specificity was greatly reduced. Linn et al.

(1988) reported that temperature can have a dramatic

effect on OFM and pink bollworm moth (Pectinophora

gossypiella (Saunders)) males response to multicomponent

pheromones. They found that when tested in a flight

tunnel at 20 °C, males of both species exhibited a high

degree of specificity, with the highest response levels

occurring to blend-dose combinations close to the natural

blend. However, when tested at 26°C, male peak response

occurred to a broader range of blends and dosages.

Temperature and relative humidity fluctuated in the flight
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tunnel in which the present studies were conducted,

particularly during summer when temperatures sometimes

varied from 21 -30 °C and relative humidities from 35-65%.

Flight tunnel tests conducted during relative high

temperatures and low humidities could have resulted in a

significantly lower degree of specificity of response to

pheromone treatments. Unfortunately temperature and

humidity data were not kept on a daily basis during all of

the flight tunnel tests, therefore, an association between

temperature and humidity fluctuations and variation

between tests could not be made.

Single Source Flight Tunnel Tests

Single source flight tunnel tests in which dosage was

varied, indicated significant differences at lower

concentrations, but not consistently. This may have been

due to the same factors discussed for choice tests.

Single source flight tunnel septa configuration tests #5

and #6 did not support the hypothesis of a chemical or

physical interaction of OL and CL components which would

interfere with or cause the synergistic effect. The septa

configurations tested may have had different release rates

or plume structures which caused inconsistent results.

However, Riedl (1990) reported that the synergistic effect

of CL on trap catch of OFM males occurred when the OL and
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CL components either were kept separate or combined in the

same septa.

Courtyard and Flight Tunnel Arena Tests

Flight tunnel choice tests tended to focus on long

range behaviors of OFM males. An alternative explanation

was that while equal OFM males may be flying and arriving

at OL and OLCL baited traps, the proportions that were

caught in traps might differ. This would indicate that

more close range behaviors were being affected. In these

studies more detailed evaluations of moth behavior as a

male approached the pheromone trap were run, first in a

courtyard and then later in the flight tunnel.

In a courtyard arena test, the addition of E8,E10-

12:0H to the OFM pheromone blend significantly increased

all close range behaviors versus OL alone. In a second

courtyard arena test, the addition of 12:OH to OL (OLD)

was equivalent to OL plus E8,E10-12:0H (OLCL) in all

behaviors except hair pencil display and distance to the

septa, which were higher and closer for OLCL. These

findings agreed with reports of increases in trap catch

with the addition of 12:OH (Beroza et al. 1973, Roelofs

and Carde 1974, Gentry et al. 1974b, Rothschild and Minks

1974). Carde et al. (1975a, b) reported increases in

landing, wing fanning while walking, and hairpencil

display, but not increases in flight initiation and upwind
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flight when 12:OH was added to the two acetates. Baker

and Carde (1979b) also reported significant increases in

close range behaviors such as hairpencil display and mean

closest approach to the dispenser when 12:OH was added to

the three component mixture with Z8-12:0H below optimum

levels.

In flight tunnel arena test #1 there were significant

differences between the three component OFM blend plus

E8,E10-12:0H and the OFM blend plus 12:OH, therefore,

substitution of E8,E10-12:0H for 12:OH, is probably not

the cause of the synergistic effect. OFM males responding

to the two acetates plus E8,E10-12:0H compared to the two

acetates plus Z8 -12:OH plus E8,E10 -12:OH were equivalent

in all behaviors, except abdominal curvature, which

indicates that the substitution of E8,E10-12:0H for Z8-

12:OH may cause the enhanced response of OFM males.

However, if E8,E10-12:0H was redundant and substituting

for Z8- 12:OH, one would expect the response of males to

the two acetates plus 1000 [ig of Z8 -12:OH to be

equivalent to the three component OFM blend plus 1000 ilg

E8,E10 -12:OH and the two acetates plus 1000 I.Lg of E8,E10-

12:0H, which was not the case. A possible explanation is

that at high concentrations Z8-12:OH is inhibitory, while

E8,E10 -12:OH is not. Carde et al. (1975a) reported that

Z8 -12:OH (6.6 to less than 0.1% E8- 12:OH) at low

concentrations relative to the two acetates, increased
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trap catch, but at higher concentrations reduced trap

catch of OFM males. Baker and Carde (1979b) found that

the addition of Z8-12:0H to Z8-12:AC and E8-12:AC

significantly increased orientation time, landing, wing

fanning while walking, and approach to the dispenser was

significantly closer than to without Z8-12:0H. In flight

tunnel arena tests, they also reported increases in upwind

flight, pre- and post-flight wing fanning while walking,

and hairpencil displays by addition of Z8-12:0H. A blend

of these three components acted as a unit to affect male

behaviors both at the early, long range (pre-flight wing

fanning while walking, flight initiation, upwind flight)

and late, close range (landing, post-flight wing fanning

while walking, hairpencil display) stages of the

orientation sequence. Since these components tended to

work in combination rather than singly, perhaps E8,E10-

12:0H is substituting for both alcohols in the OFM

pheromone blend. Substitution experiments to test this

hypothesis were not conducted in this study.

In flight tunnel arena tests, orientation time and

number of contacts was significantly less, and moths did

not come as close to OL as OLCL. Baker and Roelofs (1981)

reported that septa loaded with 100 1.1g of the three

component OFM blend have an average termination distance

for flight of males of 20 cm. This flight termination to

OL was evident here and may have resulted in the reduced
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orientation time, and contacts and also increased distance

to the septa. In contrast, the addition of E8,E10-12:0H

to the three component pheromone of the OFM may have

reduced this termination of flight.

OFM males landed and/or contacted the arena and/or

cage significantly more in response to OFM females plus

E8,E10-12:0H than OFM females alone. Of all the seven

behaviors monitored, perhaps with the exception of wing

fanning while walking on the arena and/or septa, a

significant increase in the number of landings and/or

contacts would most likely increase the number of OFM

males caught on a sticky trap, than would increases in

other behaviors. These results suggest that increased OFM

male response to the pheromone of both species may occur

under natural field conditions where both OFM and CM

females are in close proximity and simultaneously

releasing pheromone. Two additional tests could be

conducted to test this hypothesis: OFM females versus OFM

and CM females, and OFM females versus CM females plus OFM

synthetic pheromone blend. The first of these tests was

attempted, but failed to produce meaningful data as it was

difficult to obtain simultaneous calling of both species

of females. The latter test was not attempted because of

the potential problem with CM females calling

intermittently in pulses of about five minutes and my
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difficulty in recognizing the calling posture of females

in low light.

Electroantennogram Tests

Field trapping, courtyard, and flight tunnel tests

indicated significant differences in trap catch and

response of male OFM to the three component OFM pheromone

blend compared to this blend plus E8,E10-12:0H, however,

electroantennagram (EAG) tests found no significant

difference in response amplitude to these two blends. A

similar situation was reported for European corn borer

moth, one strain of which uses a two component pheromone

blend of Z-11-tetradecenyl acetate (Z11-14:AC 96%) and E-

11-tetradecenyl acetate (E11-14:AC 4%)(Klun et al. 1973).

They observed significant differences in catch of ECB in

traps baited with this pheromone blend versus the major

component alone. However, there were no significant

differences in EAG response to both pheromone treatments

(Nagai et al. 1977). They suggested that the afferent

signals must be integrated at some higher level than at

the receptor level. Minks et al. (1974) reported that the

major pheromone component of Adoxophyes orana (Fisher von

Roslerstamm) (Z9-14:Ac) and for Clepsis spectrana

(Treitschke) (Z11-14:Ac) gave the highest EAG responses,

respectively, but mixtures corresponding to the optimum

ratios for each species elicited higher responses than the
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major component alone. They also reported that the

component blends that elicited the highest EAG responses

are not completely similar to those ratios found to be

best for attractancy in the field. For example, with C.

spectrana, the 1:9 ratio of Z9-14:Ac/Z11-14:Ac attracted

the most males in the field, but the 1:3 ratio gave the

highest EAG response. Riedl (1990) reported that optimum

attractant/synergist ratio for male OFM was between 1:1

and 1:5. In the present EAG study attractant/synergist

ratios of 1:5 and 1:10 were tested and no significant

differences for OL versus OLCL were found. In the sphinx

moth, Manduca sexta L., the axons from the pheromone

sensitive neurons of the male antenna project to a

structure in the antennal lobe of the deutocerebrum known

as the macroglomerular complex (Christensen and Hildebrand

1987a). Pheromonal information is then relayed to

multimodal centers in the protocerebrum, such as the

mushroom bodies and lateral protocerebral lobe

(Christensen and Hildebrand 1987b). The mushroom bodies

and lateral protocerebral lobe are the integrative and

premotor centers which ultimately regulate mate-seeking

behaviors. There are a variety of signal-processing

pathways in the CNS of Manduca (Christensen and Hildebrand

1988). Some deutocerebral cells fire intermittently in

response to pheromone blends presented intermittently, and

others fire continuosly irregardless of whether the single
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pheromone component is pulsed or not. Similar blend-

sensitive neurons which enhance fluctuating output to the

CNS may be found in the OFM. It is concievable that

E8,E10-12:0H could affect these signal-processing pathways

in the OFM, thereby enhancing the fluctuating output and

increasing male response. Kaissling (1979) also suggested

that pheromone blend perception in moths may be the result

of differences in the interpretation of sensory input to

the CNS or in receptor response. In the present study,

since there were no significant differences in EAG

response amplitude to OL versus OLCL, pheromone blend

discrimination may represent differences in

interpretation at the CNS level.

There are several mechanisms by which synergists can

enhance response. Roelofs and Comeau (1971a) reported

that the synergists of the red-banded leaf roller had

structural features similar to Z11-14:Ac, which suggests

they may be interacting with the same receptors as the

pheromone. Assuming this, they discussed two modes of

action for synergists: 1) They have less affinity for

the receptor protein and no intrinsic activity. The

synergist would bind some receptor sites and keep these

sites inactivated so the actual output of an antennae

exposed to high doses of pheromone molecules would

simulate that of a lower dosage pheromone. Although there

is no greater signal from this mixture, the males do not
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become habituated to the pheromone signals as rapidly and

thus could be attracted from longer distances. 2) They

could increase attractancy because of positive cooperative

effects (Kirtley and Koshland 1967, Koshland and Neet

1968). In this case the synergist molecules interact with

the receptor protein causing a change in adjacent sites.

These conformational changes in adjacent sites would allow

amplification of response to the pheromone molecules,

resulting in increased activity at low dosages. The

synergist may also have less affinity for the pheromone

binding protein in the lumen of the sensilla, which is

presumably responsible for transporting the pheromone

accross the lumen to the receptor protein (Vogt et al.

1988, Vogt et al. 1991). This could reduce adaptation by

slowing transport of the pheromone from the sensilla pore

to the protein receptor on the neuron. Results of the

present EAG adaptation tests indicate E8,E10-12:0H may be

binding the same receptor(s) as one or more of the

pheromone components. E8,E10-12:0H is strucurally similar

to Z8-12:0H, having the same length, and site of

unsaturation between the 8 and 9 carbons, therefore it is

possible E8,E10-12:0H enhances the response of OFM males

by reduced habituation/adaptation and/or amplification of

response.

Baker et al. (1988) discussed two types of changes in

receptor output which can cause termination of upwind
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flight in moths. The first, attenuation, is a partial

adaptation (Kaissling 1986) in which fluctuations in

action potentials from antennal neurons become

insufficient to sustain upwind flight. The frequency of

firing would not go to zero but would become too

continuous to stimulate certain CNS interneurons which

respond to changes in stimulation (Baker 1985, Olberg

1983). A second change in receptor output, is complete

adaptation which occurs when the firing frequency of

neurons goes to zero. O'Connell (1975) selectively

adaptated single cells of the antenna of redbanded

leafroller which uses a three component pheromone system.

He reported that the recovery rate of Z11-14:Ac was

reduced from 2.17 to 0.72 mV/sec when 12:Ac was present.

He hypothesized that "temporal characteristics of receptor

neuron discharge could also code for odour quality".

Single cell and temporal stimuli EAG studies involving OFM

are necessary to confirm these inferences. Roelofs and

Comeau (1971b) suggested that the slow recovery of the EAG

response is characteristic of an energy-consuming step

needed to recover receptivity of the receptor binding

sites and may correspond to affinity of the chemical for

receptor sites, while the amplitude of the peak may

correspond to the intrinsic activity of the chemical.

Since the EAG response amplitude is not significantly

different for OL versus OLCL, but there are differences in
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behavioral response, perhaps E8,E10-12:0H has an

equivalent intrinsic activity and different receptor

affinities as one or more of the OFM components. Recovery

times or profiles of response peaks were not measured in

the present EAG studies, therefore it is not known if the

above hypothesis is true. Single-cell studies are

necessary to prove if E8,E10-12:0H interacts with the same

receptors as the pheromone components of the OFM. It is

conceivable that E8,E10-12:0H could reduce the recovery

time of receptors for one or more of the pheromone

components of the OFM, thereby enhancing output to the CNS

and increasing male response.

EAG response to hexane, which was used as a reference

stimulus was probably from trace impurities in the

solvent. Lacey and Sanders (1992) reported that an

homologous series of saturated normal alcohols and

acetates is present at trace amounts in petroleum-derived

hydrocarbon solvents such as pentane and hexane.
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CONCLUSION

Pheromones are used to monitor and control many

insect pests. We can expect to see their increased use as

substitutes for insecticides, which can be more disruptive

to IPM strategies. Pheromones are sometimes used to

monitor and control multiple insect pests within an

agroecosystem (Riessig et al. 1978, Carde et al. 1977),

therefore, it is necessary to better understand the

interspecific interaction of these compounds among

sympatric pests.

This research provides information on the effect of a

mixed species pheromone blend on male OFM response. The

addition of E8,E10-12:0H (the major pheromone component of

the codling moth) to the three component blend of OFM,

significantly increased trap catch of OFM males. This

enhanced response appears to arise from increases in early

(long range) behaviors such as wing-fanning before take-

off, flight initiation, and upwind flight, as well as late

(close range) behaviors (landing, wing-fanning while

walking, hairpencil displays, abdominal curvatures, and

closest approach to the pheromone dispenser). There is

some evidence of a synergistic effect on male OFM response

to the pheromone of OFM and CM females. Therefore, this

response of male OFM to the two natural pheromones of the

OFM and CM may occur under field conditions. The
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biological significance of this interspecific synergistic

effect is yet to be determined, however.

E8,E10 -12:OH may be a redundant pheromone component

which can be substituted for Z8-12:0H and elicit

equivalent response from OFM males. However, since OLZ

(three component OFM blend plus 1000 gg Z8-12:0H) did not

elicit equivalent response compared to OLCL (three

component OFM blend plus 1000 gg of E8,E10-12:0H),

redundancy alone may not be responsible for this

synergistic effect. E8,E10-12:0H, which has structural

features similar to Z8-12:0H, may be interacting with the

same receptors as one or more of the pheromone components

of OFM. Roelofs and Comeau (1971a) reported two possible

modes of action for synergists: 1) reduced

habituation/adaptation, and 2) amplification of response.

E8,E10 -12:OH may effect the receptors of the OFM pheromone

components by one or both of these methods. Single cell

and temporal stimuli EAG experiments are necessary to

confirm these inferences.

The synergistic effect of E8,E10 -12:OH on OFM males

has been used to improve traps which can result in more

accurate biofix determinations and more precise pesticide

resistance monitoring. The mixed species pheromone blend

also may be used to improve the efficacy of communication

disruption (mating disruption) and measure the

effectiveness of mating disruption by providing "super-
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charged" traps to monitor the OFM males ability to locate

pheromone point sources ("trap catch shut-down") within a

pheromone permeated orchard.
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Table 1. Mean number of male OFM caught in Pherocon® 1CP
traps in almond orchards, April 19-23, 1991. Merced
County, California.

Treatment Mean No. Moths/Trap (SE)

Control 0.00 (0.00)a 1

CL2 0.00 (0.00)a

OL 2.38 (0.62)cd

OLCL 3.72 (0.57)e

CF 0.00 (0.00)a

OF 1.15 (0.29)b

OFCF 0.00 (0.00)a

OLCF 2.44 (0.49)d

OFCL 1.33 (0.45)bc

1. For each treatment, values followed with the same
letter are not significantly different (p=0.05, protected
LSD test); analysis done using ln(x +l) transformation.
CL= CM synthetic pheromone lure, 01,= OFM synthetic
pheromone lure, OLCL= CM and OFM synthetic lures, CF=
caged CM females, OF= caged OFM females, OFCF= caged CM
and OFM females, OLCF= caged CM females and OFM synthetic
pheromone lure, OFCL= caged OFM females and CM lure.
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Table 2. Mean number of male OFM caught in Pherocon® 1CP
traps in almond orchards, April 24-28, 1991. Merced
County, California.

Treatment Mean No. Moths/Trap (SE)

Control 0.00 (0.00)al

CL2 0.00 (0.00)a

OL 1.64 (0.14)bc

OLCL 2.77 (0.25)d

CF 0.00 (0.00)a

OF 1.39 (0.25)b

OFCF 1.57 (0.23)bc

OLCF 1.99 (0.19)c

OFCL 1.63 (0.23)bc

1. For each treatment, values followed with the same
letter are not significantly different (p=0.05, protected
LSD); analysis done using ln(x+1) transformation.
CL= CM synthetic pheromone lure, OL= OFM synthetic
pheromone lure, OLCL= OFM and CM synthetic pheromone
lures, CF= caged CM females, OF=caged OFM females, OFCF=
caged OFM and CM females, OLCF= OFM synthetic pheromone
lure and caged CM females, OFCL= caged OFM females and CM
synthetic pheromone lure.
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Table 3. Mean number of male OFM caught in Pherocon® 1CP
traps in almond orchards, July 8-14, 1991. Merced County,
California.

Treatment Mean No. Moths/Trap (SE)

Control 0.43 (0.23)a

0L2 3.90 (0.44)b

OLCF 3.62 (0.37)b

OF 3.73 (0.43)b

OFCF 3.29 (0.55)b

OFCL 3.61 (0.44)b

1

For each treatment, values followed with the same letter
are not significantly different (p=0.05, protected LSD
test); analysis done using ln(x +l) transformation.
Control= no pheromone, OL= OFM synthetic pheromone lure,
OLCF= OFM synthetic pheromone and caged CM females, OF=
caged OFM females, OFCF= caged OFM and CM females, OFCL=
caged OFM females and CM synthetic pheromone lure.
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Table 4. Mean number of male OFM caught in Pherocon® 1CP
traps in almond orchards, July 18-23, 1991. Merced
County, California.

Treatment

(SE)

Mean No. Moths/Trap

Control 0.53 (0.18)al

0L2 3.41 (0.11)d

OLCF 3.46 (0.09)d

OF 2.90 (0.10)c

OFCF 2.45 (0.20)b

OFCL 2.78 (0.09)bc

For each treatment, values followed with the same letter
are not significantly different (p= 0.05, protected LSD
test); analysis done using ln(x+1) transformation.
Control= no pheromone, OL= OFM synthetic pheromone lure,
OLCF= OFM synthetic pheromone lure and caged CM females,
OF= caged OFM females, OFCF= caged OFM and CM females,
OFCL= caged OF females and CM synthetic pheromone lure.
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Table 5. Single source flight tunnel test #1: OFM male
response to 10 and 10/100 lig of OL and OLCL, respectively.
March 19-25, 1992 (413 OFM tested in seven days).

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. P-value F-val
Error

WFW OL 17.9 1.5 0.68 0.18
OLCL 18.9 1.8

Flight OL 16.7 1.19 0.63 0.25
OLCL 16.0 0.82

Contact OL 6.0 0.44 0.06 4.4
OLCL 7.6 0.61

NF OL 3.9 0.88 0.30 1.2
OLCL 2.6 0.78

NR OL 1.3 0.29 0.11 3.0
OLCL 0.6 0.30



Table 6. Single source flight tunnel test #2: OFM male
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response to 2.5 and 2.5/25 gg of
respectively. March 26-April 5,
11 days).

Behavior Pheromone Average

OL and OLCL,
1992 (864 OFM tested in

Std- Error _P-value F-val

Wing-Fanning OL 10.5 a 2.4 0.57 0.35
OLCL 12.5 a 2.4

Flight OL 10.8 a 2.8 1.0 0.0
OLCL 10.8 a 1.8

Contact OL 3.6 a 0.92 0.32 1.1
OLCL 5.0 a 0.95

Non-Flight OL 22.2 a 3.1 0.71 0.14
OLCL 20.7 a 2.3

No-Response OL 12.5 a 2.2 0.78 0.09
OLCL 11.7 a 1.6
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Table 7. Single source flight tunnel test #3: OFM male
response to 1.25 and 1.25/12.5 gg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. April 7-14, 1992 (303 OFM tested in eight
days).

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 9.0 a 1.45 0.007 10.2
OLCL 14.3 b 0.77

Flight OL 2.4 a 0.46 0.0001 32.1
OLCL 7.5 b 0.78

Contact OL 3.9 a 0.93 0.19 1.9
OLCL 5.6 a 0.84

Non-flight OL 13.1 a 1.09 0.0003 22.9
OLCL 6.1 b 0.97

No-response OL 2.2 a 0.15 0.008 9.5
OLCL 1.4 b 0.22
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Table 8. Single source flight tunnel test #4: OFM male
response to 0.625 and 0.625/6.25 µg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. April 16-21, 1992 (170 OFM tested in six
days). Data for wing-fanning/wing fanning while walking,
non-flight and no-response was transformed using ln(x+1).

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 1.8 a 0.06 0.06 4.6
OLCL 2.2 a 0.21

Flight OL 2.5 a 1.15 0.83 0.05
OLCL 2.8 a 0.95

Contact OL 2.2 a 0.70 0.0002 34.7
OLCL 7.7 b 0.61

Non-flight OL 2.14 a 0.29 0.06 4.5
OLCL 0.99 a 0.46

No-response OL 1.5 a 0.44 0.25 1.5
OLCL 0.8 a 0.36
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Table 9. Single source flight tunnel test #5 (partial):
OFM male response to 0.625 and 0.625/6.25 pg OL and OLCL,
respectively, (All configurations combined). April 29-May
17, 1992 (579 OFM tested in 16 days). Data for non-flight
and no response ln(x+1) transformed.

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 2.6 a 0.47 0.004 10.1
OLCL 5.2 b 0.68

Flight OL 1.3 a 0.23 0.54 0.40
OLCL 1.4 a 0.18

Contact OL 1.4 a 0.39 0.001 13.4
OLCL 3.6 b 0.46

Non-flight OL 1.3 b 0.18 0.007 8.4
OLCL 0.5 a 0.19

No Response OL 0.79 b 0.21 0.03 4.9
OLCL 0.26 a 0.12
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Table 10. Single source flight tunnel test #6 (partial):
OFM male response to 0.31 and 0.31/3.1 µg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. June 10-17, 1992 (283 OFM tested in eight
days).

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 4.0 a 0.60 0.26 1.4
OLCL 5.1 a 0.74

Flight OL 1.5 a 0.42 0.51 0.47
OLCL 1.1 a 0.35

Contact OL 2.6 a 0.53 0.06 4.1
OLCL 4.1 a 0.52

Non-flight OL 1.9 a 0.55 0.11 2.9
OLCL 0.8 0.37

No response OL 0.88 a 0.40 0.31 1.1
OLCL 0.38 a 0.26
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Table 11. Single source flight tunnel test #7: OFM male
response to 0.31 and 0.31/3.1 gg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. June 23-27, 1992 (230 OFM tested in six
days). Data for WFW and contact In transformed.

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 2.6 a 0.04 0.49 0.54
OLCL 2.7 a 0.11

Flight OL 2.8 a 1.1 0.18 2.1
OLCL 4.4 a 0.2

Contact OL 2.1 a 0.08 0.83 0.05
OLCL 2.1 a 0.15

Non-flight OL 8.0 a 1.3 0.24 1.6
OLCL 5.8 a 1.2

No response OL 3.2 a 0.66 0.23 1.7
OLCL 2.0 a 0.63
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Table 12. Single source flight tunnel test #8: OFM male
response to 0.31 and 0.31/3.1 pg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. July 9-15, 1992 (272 OFM tested in eight
days). Data for non-flight and no response were ln(x+1)
transformed.

Behavior Pheromone Average Std_. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 10.4 a 0.72 0.003 13.6
OLCL 14.9 b 0.96

Flight OL 2.9 a 0.80 0.53 0.42
OLCL 3.6 a 0.75

Contact OL 7.0 a 0.85 0.002 15.7
OLCL 12.1 b 0.99

Non-flight OL 2.1 b 0.16 0.001 17.6
OLCL 0.9 a 0.22

No Response OL 1.4 b 0.19 0.001 17.9
OLCL 0.4 a 0.17
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Table 13. Single source flight tunnel test #9: OFM male
response to 10 and 10/100 pg of OL and OLCL, respectively.
One set of 1-4 day-old moths (167 total) tested October 5-
9, 1992 (four days) .

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 19.3 a 3.4 0.9 0.01
OLCL 19.8 a 3.3

Flight OL 20.3 a 3.4 1.0 0.0
OLCL 20.3 a 3.4

Contact OL 15.3 a 4.2 1.0 0.0
OLCL 15.3 a 3.1

Non-flight OL 0.75 a 0.75 1.0 0.0
OLCL 0.75 a 0.75
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Table 14. Single source flight tunnel test #10: OFM male
response to 5 and 5/50 gg of OL and OLCL, respectively.
Two sets of 1-4 day-old moths (276 total) were tested
October 6-23, 1992 (six days).

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 19.2 a 1.4 0.3 1.1
OLCL 21.7 a 1.9

Flight OL 22.0 a 1.5 0.9 0.03
OLCL 22.3 a 1.3

Contact OL 16.3 a 1.9 0.8 0.05
OLCL 15.8 a 1.4

Non-flight OL 0.53 a 0.18 0.8 0.09
OLCL 0.46 a 0.15
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Table 15. Single source flight tunnel test #11: OFM male
response to 2.5 and 2.5/25 gg of
respectively. Three sets of 1-4
were tested October 13-29, 1992

Behavior Pheromone Average

OL and OLCL,
day-old moths (531
(11 days).

Std. Error P-value

total)

F-val

Wing-fanning OL 16.1 a 2.1 0.7 0.2
OLCL 17.2 a 1.3

Flight OL 17.2 a 1.72 0.5 0.39
OLCL 18.4 a 0.77

Contact OL 10.4 a 1.23 0.7 0.15
OLCL 10.9 a 0.67

Non-flight OL 7.0 a 1.6 0.5 0.5
OLCL 5.7 a 0.8
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Table 16. Single source flight tunnel test #12: OFM male
response to 1.25 and 1.25/12.5 .tg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and three sets of 1-4 day-old
moths (250 total) were tested October 30-November 6, 1992
(five days) .

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 10.2 a 0.7 0.4 0.8
OLCL 8.6 a 1.7

Flight OL 13.4 a 1.9 0.6 0.4
OLCL 11.6 a 2.3

Contact OL 7.8 a 1.1 0.5 0.49
OLCL 6.4 a 1.7

Non-flight OL 11.4 a 2.0 0.6 0.3
OLCL 13.2 a 2.4
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Table 17. Single source flight tunnel test #13: OFM male
response to 0.625 and 0.625/6.25 ilg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and three sets of 1-4 day-old
moths (440 total) were tested November 5-December 7, 1992
(nine days).

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 16.2 a 1.1 0.1 2.7
OLCL 19.2 a 1.5

Flight OL 17.3 a 1.2 0.05 4.6
OLCL 20.9 b 1.1

Contact OL 12.3 a 0.9 0.09 3.2
OLCL 15.2 a 1.3

Non-flight OL 7.0 a 1.4 0.07 3.9
OLCL 3.4 a 1.2
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Table 18. Single source flight tunnel test #14: OFM male
response to 0.31 and 0.31/3.1 gg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and two sets of 1-4 day-old moths
(388 total) were tested November 20-December 7, 1992
(eight days).

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 20.0 a 0.69 0.2 2.3
OLCL 21.5 a 0.73

Flight OL 22.3 a 0.67 0.5 0.6
OLCL 22.9 a 0.44

Contact OL 13.0 a 1.7 0.3 1.1
OLCL 15.1 a 1.1

Non-flight OL 0.79 a 0.24 0.9 0.01
OLCL 0.76 a 0.18
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Table 19. Single source flight tunnel test #15: OFM male
response to 0.156 and 0.156/1.56 lig of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and three sets of 1-4 day-old
moths (398 total) were tested December 8-17, 1992 (eight
days).

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 11.9 a 2.0 0.03 6.2
OLCL 18.3 b 1.6

Flight OL 12.9 a 1.9 0.006 10.6
OLCL 20.8 b 1.5

Contact OL 8.8 a 1.6 0.03 5.7
OLCL 13.9 b 1.4

Non-flight OL 12.0 b 1.8 0.004 11.6
OLCL 4.1 a 1.4
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Table 20. Single source flight tunnel test #16: OFM male
response to 0.07 and 0.07/0.7 Ilg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and four sets of 1-4 day-old
moths (243 total) were tested December. 8-18, 1992 (five
days).

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 2.2 a 0.22 0.6 0.24
OLCL 2.4 a 0.34

Flight OL 2.0 a 0.23 0.2 1.9
OLCL 2.5 a 0.30

Contact OL 1.04 a 0.37 0.08 3.9
OLCL 1.99 a 0.30

Non-flight OL 15.8 a 2.0 0.1 2.7
OLCL 9.6 a 3.1
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Table 21. Single source flight tunnel test #17: OFM male
response to 0.31 and 0.31/3.1 pg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and two sets of 1-4 day-old moths
(194 total)

Behavior

were tested January

Pheromone Average

8-12,

Std.

1993. (four days).

Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 21.3 a 1.4 0.4 0.8
OLCL 19.0 a 2.1

Flight OL 22.0 a 1.5 0.3 1.2
OLCL 19.8 a 1.5

Contact OL 16.5 a 0.5 0.2 2.4
OLCL 14.5 a 1.2

Non-flight OL 2.3 a 1.1 0.3 1.3
OLCL 4.5 a 1.7
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Table 22. Single source flight tunnel test #18: OFM male
response to 0.31 and 0.31/3.1 µg of OL and OLCL,
respectively. New septa and two sets of 1-4 day-old moths
(200 total) were tested April 26-28, 1993 (three days).

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Wing-fanning OL 22.8 a 0.95 0.8 0.11
OLCL 22.3 a 1.20

Flight OL 24.0 a 0.71 0.8 0.09
OLCL 24.3 a 0.48

Contact OL 16.3 a 2.7 0.8 0.09
OLCL 17.3 a 1.9

Non-flight OL 1.0 a 0.71 0.8 0.09
OLCL 0.8 a 0.48
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Table 23. Courtyard arena test #1: OFM male response to
110 and 110/1000 ilig of OL and OLCL, respectively, on or
near 50 cm diameter observation arenas in a semi-enclosed
courtyard. September 15-23, 1993. Data ln(x+1)
transformed.

Pheromone Behavior Average Stnd.Error P-value F-val

OL Orientation 3.6 a 0.17 0.00001 30.7
OLCL 5.0 b 0.19

OL Contact 1.1 a 0.20 0.00001 22.4
OLCL 2.6 b 0.25

OL Wing-fanning 1.9 a 0.27 0.00001 56.4
OLCL 4.4 b 0.20

OL Hair pencil 0.26 a 0.14 0.00001 48.7
OLCL 2.23 b 0.25

OL Distance 1.8 b 0.28 0.0001 20.1
OLCL 0.29 a 0.20
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Table 24. Courtyard arena test #2: OFM male response to
110/1000 and 110/1000 pg of OL/dodecanol (OLD) and OLCL,
respectively, on or near 50 cm diameter observation arenas
in a semi-enclosed courtyard. September 30-October 13,
1993. Data ln(x+1) transformed.

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Orientation OLD 4.4 a 0.24 0.10 3.0
OLCL 5.0 a 0.25

Contact OLD 1.6 a 0.32 0.29 1.2
OLCL 2.1 a 0.31

Wing-fanning OLD 3.6 a 0.32 0.09 3.2
OLCL 4.4 a 0.27

Hair pencil OLD 1.8 a 0.44 0.02 6.8
OLCL 3.0 b 0.18

Distance OLD 0.91 b 0.28 0.05 4.4
OLCL 0.25 a 0.13
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Table 25. Flight tunnel arena test #1: OFM male response
to OL, OLD, and OLCL on or near 15 cm diameter observation
arenas in a flight tunnel. October 4-23, 1993. Data
ln(x+1) transformed.

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Orientation OL 3.2 a 0.08 0.00001 75.1
OLCL 4.9 c 0.11
OLD 3.6 b 0.11

Time/septa OL 2.1 a 0.09 0.20 1.7
OLCL 2.1 a 0.06
OLD 2.2 a 0.07

Contacts OL 0.46 a 0.06 0.00001 41.1
OLCL 1.40 b 0.10
OLD 0.61 a 0.08

Wing-fan OL 1.2 a 0.21 0.00001 59.8
OLCL 4.4 b 0.18
OLD 1.6 a 0.26

Hair pencil OL 0.56 a 0.14 0.00001 71.3
OLCL 3.60 c 0.18
OLD 1.31 b 0.23

Distance OL 1.20 b 0.15 0.00001 22.8
to Septa OLCL 0.07 a 0.05

OLD 0.94 b 0.15
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Table 26. Flight tunnel arena test #2: OFM male response
to OL, OLCL, OLE, and OLZ on or near 15 cm diameter
observation arenas in a flight tunnel. December 1-15,
1993. Data In transformed. OL=Z8-12:AC, E8-12:Ac, Z8-
12:0H; OLCL=Z8-12:Ac, E8-12:Ac, Z8-12:0H, and 1000 gg of
E8,E10- 12:OH; OLE=Z8-12;AC, E8-12:Ac, and 1000 gg of
E8,E10- 12:OH; OLZ=Z8-12:Ac, E8-12:Ac, Z8-12:0H, and 1000 g
g of Z8-12:0H.

Behavior Pheromone Average Std. Error P-value F-val

Orientation OL 3.1 a 0.09 0.00001 71.6
OLCL 4.6 c 0.10
OLE 4.6 c 0.08
OLZ 3.4 b 0.10

Time/arena OL 2.0 a 0.05 0.0007 6.2
OLCL 1.8 a 0.07
OLE 1.9 a 0.06
OLZ 2.2 b 0.07

Contacts OL 0.44 a 0.06 0.00001 41.9
OLCL 1.24 b 0.09
OLE 1.27 b 0.08
OLZ 0.44 a 0.06

Wing-fan OL 0.92 a 0.19 0.00001 101.8
OLCL 4.18 b 0.14
OLE 4.19 b 0.09
OLZ 1.34 a 0.24

Hair pencil OL 0.50 a 0.15 0.00001 103.8
OLCL 3.23 c 0.13
OLE 3.50 c 0.09
OLZ 1.02 b 0.20

Distance OL 1.55 b 0.16 0.00001 50.9
to septa OLCL 0.10 a 0.05

OLE 0.00 a 0.00
OLZ 1.47 b 0.17
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Table 26. (continued)

Abdominal OL 0.06 a 0.03 0.00001 35.8
Curvature OLCL 0.71 b 0.12

OLE 1.07 c 0.11
OLZ 0.07 a 0.03

Wing-fan OL 1.6 a 0.09 0.8 0.33
Before OLCL 1.6 a 0.08
Flight OLE 1.7 a 0.12

OLZ 1.7 a 0.10

Table 27. Flight tunnel arena test #3: OFM male response
to to caged virgin OFM females and OFM females plus 1000 la
g of E8,E10-12:0H on or near 15 cm diameter observation
arenas in a flight tunnel.

Behavior pheromone Average P-val
ln(Landing/Contact) OF 1.4a 0.00001

OFCL 2.3b

ln(Hairpencil Display) OF 4.1a 0.4
OFCL 4.3a

ln(Time (sec) OF 1.3a 0.2
Pre-Flight WFW) OFCL 1.1a

Time (sec) OF 251a 0.96
WFW on Arena/Septa OFCL 248a

Orientation Time (sec) OF 293a 0.8
OFCL 303a

Time (sec) to Arena OF 6.4a 0.8
OFCL 6.6a

Abdominal Curvature OF 10.2a 0.7
OFCL 11.1a
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Table 28. Electroantennagram test #1: adjusted response
of male OFM to 0.3, 0.3/3, and 3 gg of OL, OLCL, and CL,
respectively. May 20-31, 1993, nine repetitions.

Pheromone Adjusted Response Std Error P-value F-val

OL 138.3 b 11.3
OLCL 138.1 b 12.6
CL 23.6 a 5.4

0.00001 41.6

Table 29. Electroantennagram test #2: adjusted response
of male OFM to 0.049, 0.049/0.24, and 0.24 gg of OL, OLCL,
and CL, respectively. July 23-August 19, 1993, four
repetitions.

Pheromone Adjusted Response Std. Error P-value F-val

OL 122.4 b 8.9 0.008 8.8
OLCL 116.2 b 15.4
CL 61.4 a 8.1




